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CHAPTER ONE: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Introduction and Purpose

The City of Durham provides a comprehensive system of parks, trails, events, and recreation
programs for residents and visitors to enjoy. Those facilities and programs add to the quality of
life that Durham residents expect of their community, and they are a product of many years of
development and community support. Durham’s parks department is the second oldest in the
state, established in 1924; and Durham voters have approved a series of bond issues over the
decades to fund parks, recreation centers, open space, and trails.
The Durham Parks and Recreation (DPR) system contains 68 parks, ranging from the smallest at
0.44 acres (Drew Granby Park) to the largest at 381.8 acres (West Point on the Eno Park). DPR
also operates 12 recreation centers; the smaller neighborhood centers average 3000 square
feet and the larger community centers range from 25,000 square feet (Weaver St.) to 90,000
square feet (Holton Center). The system includes greenway trails as well, soon to be at 30 miles
of trail when the southern portion of the American Tobacco Trail is opened in 2013. Finally,
there are six “special use” facilities under the department’s management, including the Armory,
the CCB Plaza, the Clubhouse at Forest Hills, Spruce Pine Lodge, the Holly Grove campsite, and
the downtown DPR Administrative Office. This system serves both City and County residents.
The purpose of this 2013 Master Plan is the establishment of a guide to direct the operations of
the Department of Parks and Recreation in facility development for the next ten years and in
recreation programming for the next five years. The plan is aligned with the City’s and the
Department’s Strategic Plans and with the City’s and the Department’s mission and vision.
1.2 Process
Gathering data for this plan included extensive community input, a statistically valid household
survey, a series of focus group meetings
with selected stakeholder groups, and a
variety of technical reports and
assessments. In addition, the process
included involvement and review by the
Master Plan Steering Committee, the
Recreation Advisory Commission, and the
Durham City Council. The recently
updated Durham Trails and Greenways
Plan and Durham Comprehensive Plan
were reviewed in order to build on that
work already completed. Information
from these various sources is included as
supporting information as relevant in this
2

document. It is clear that for parks to be valued by (and funded by) their community, all the
community members need to agree to that value, park users and non-users alike.
1.3 Community Input
Eight community meetings, held across the City, between Oct 9 and Nov 13,
2012
MindMixer interactive on-line site—PlantoPlayMoreDurham.org—that had
signed up more than 240 registered participants by December, 2012
A household survey by the National Research Council, Inc., that provides a 95%
accuracy rate, with data broken out by City geography and demographics
(PARCS, Parks and Recreation Community Survey)
Focused interactions with groups that were underrepresented in the larger
community meetings: mature adults, teens, Latino residents
Focused interactions with staff from the Department of Parks and Recreation
(DPR) and General Services Department (GSD) as the two City groups most
involved in parks and recreation
Oversight of this process by the Master Plan Steering Committee, a diverse
group of residents representing different constituencies and areas from across
the City
Program assessment data collected by DPR as part of recreation programming
procedures
Existing adopted plans that impact the Parks and Recreation Master Plan
1.4 Technical Data
Population and household data from the 2010 U. S. Census Report
Projections on population growth from the Long Range Transportation Plan
2010-2040
Benchmarking data: The Trust for Public Land’s report City Park Facts 2012
EPA’s report on Residential Construction Trends in Metropolitan Areas 2012
Smart Growth America’s report City versus Suburban Growth in Small Metro
Areas (December 2012)
Recommended Level of Service (LOS) standards from the National Recreation
and Park Association and benchmarked communities
Parks and Recreation National Database Report, National Recreation and Park
Association (January, 2013)

1.5 Key Findings from Community Input
3

Following is a list of some key findings from the community input process. Each of these
findings will be detailed and explained in later sections of the plan:
1.5.1 PARCS Survey
Key community concerns as documented in the PARCS survey (those items which
received a ranking of 90% or higher from respondents as “essential priorities” for DPR)
included five items: (1) Provide green and natural spaces within the community with
park lands and open spaces, (2) Protect the natural environment and promote
environmental sustainability, (3) Provide opportunities for residents to maintain and
improve their physical health, and (4) Provide positive activities for children and teens,
and (5) Provide mobility, with trails and paths for residents to use to exercise and nonmotorized transportation.
The overall quality of service of DPR was rated as “excellent” or “very good” by 69% of
respondents.
The top four “most important” program offerings provided by DPR were judged by
PARCS survey respondents as (1) fitness or health and wellness classes, (2) children and
teen summer camp, (3) field sports (such as baseball, softball, soccer, etc.), and (4) after
school programs.
The top four “most important” facilities provided by DPR were judged by PARCS survey
respondents as (1) trails and greenways, (2) recreation centers, (3) playgrounds, and (4)
a tie between athletic fields and the City lakes.
The new outdoor facilities most preferred by
respondents are an outdoor pool with water play
features (34%) and an outdoor amphitheatre (25%).
The new recreation center facilities most preferred by
respondents include a fitness/training facility with a
walking track (28%), a heated indoor pool (23%) and a
gymnasium (21%). Those numbers echo the new or
expanded services that they would like to see DPR
provide: 31% want an increased number of
fitness/sports offerings and 15% want expanded
aquatic facilities.
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1.5.2 Community Meetings
Key community concerns that emerged from the series of community meetings took
some slightly different directions, as the attendees were not just responding to survey
questions but engaging in a dialogue with the Steering Committee members who took
turns hosting the meetings. The end of each community meeting included a “vote” on
the instant response Turning Point system. Some elements from the surveys did reappear, for instance, the desire for more trails and greenways, another pool, and more
athletic fields. Over half the attendees at the meetings identified themselves as being
from “central” or “southern” Durham. Sixty-two percent of the attendees identified
themselves as “White,” 28% identified themselves as “Black or African-American,” and
9% identified themselves as “Other.” Ten percent also identified themselves as
“Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino.”
The top two choices for new or expanded programming services the attendees selected
were “more athletic and sports league opportunities” (27.5%) and “open, unstructured
use of recreation centers” (27.5%). The top two new facilities desired are “more
outdoor pools” (25%) and “more greenway trails” (27.5%).
Marketing emerged as a key issue, with 37% agreeing they would use DPR programs and
facilities more often “if they were better advertised so I could learn about them” and
52% saying they learned about the community meeting itself from word of mouth or
“some other way” rather than DPR’s marketing of the meetings.
Other priorities that were identified during the community meetings, though they were
not actually voted on as were the ideas noted above, include the strong opinions






that parks and schools should be sharing more facilities to maximize
community use and resources,
that the City—including DPR—needs a more dynamic and user-friendly
website,
that good partnerships will be crucial for DPR going forward,
that sustainability and resources to meet the necessity of maintaining all
the elements of the parks system are critical, and
that residents want DPR to be doing more to help build “community” in
neighborhoods.

1.5.3 Focus Groups
Key concerns expressed by the focus groups included the following specialized ideas (as well as
reinforcing many of the ideas above):
5

The mature adult group selected “opportunities for physical fitness and health” as their
top priority for DPR programming, but a very close second choice was “activities for
mature adults.”
In their focus group, the teen participants strongly agreed that “transportation” was a
critical barrier for them in accessing many of DPR’s sites and offerings.
Latino participants stressed the need for more soccer fields to meet community
demand. They also encouraged having Spanish-speaking staff at each of the recreation
centers.
The DPR staff agreed that making people aware of facilities and programs available is a
problem noting that the department marketing staff is very creative in getting the word
out within its limited resources.
The GSD staff commented that park design did not place enough emphasis on postconstruction maintenance and upkeep costs and agreed to work with DPR on future
projects to try to remedy that.
1.5.4 MindMixer
Key concerns that emerged from the MindMixer on-line discussion were not terribly different
from the PARCS survey responses and the community meeting responses, as one might expect.
While the format of the discussion allowed participants to introduce and to comment on as
many ideas as they wished and to “second” ideas they agreed with—so exact percentages of
choices are not possible—still there were some clear “favorite ideas” among the participants
and some ideas expressed that had not come up in other venues.
Off road biking and walking trails was a strong favorite in the “desired new facilities”
discussion.
New ideas that emerged from the site with strong support were (1) an outdoor winter
ice skating venue, (2) an indoor playground, (3) a park with rides “like Pullen Park in
Raleigh,” (4) adding shade structures over playgrounds, and (5) adult “playgrounds” for
fitness and exercise.
“Outdoor pools” received the largest absolute number of votes, but adding together the
votes for “indoor competition pool” and “indoor recreation pool” pushes the indoor
pool higher.
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“Improve the PlayMore guide” received a lot of seconds, for both the written and online version.
Desired additions to the recreation centers by many included climbing walls, more
classes for 0 – 5 year olds, spinning classes, and yoga.
1.5.5 A Point for Discussion
One community preference that remains unclear
from all these sources is whether the community
feels it would be better served by large regional
parks or smaller community parks and whether there
is a preference for large full-service recreation
centers or small neighborhood centers. Participants
on the MindMixer site, for instance, agreed two-toone that the City should have larger regional parks,
with more amenities, rather than increasing the number of smaller neighborhood-focused
parks. The mature adult focus group split 51%/49% in favor of smaller neighborhood centers
over large regional sites.
The PARCS survey respondents preferred smaller neighborhood parks over larger regional parks
by a ranking of 59% to 41% --but that same group also wanted larger recreation centers more
than small neighborhood centers by 53% to 47%. The community meeting participants
protested against being offered only these two choices and demanded a third choice; when the
choice was offered to them of selecting large sites, small sites, or “a mix of large and small even
if that means some current sites being taken off-line,” they selected the third option.
There is further discussion on this topic in later chapters, including drilling down into the data
to see if the large/small distinction is representing other more specific community desires than
simply facility size.
1.6 Key Findings from the Technical Data
Following is a list of key findings from the technical data which represent significant information
derived from the research process. Each of these findings will be reflected in some following
section of the plan:
1.6.1 2010 U.S. Census
Durham’s population in 2010 was 228,330, with a median age of 32.1. The largest
population (156,289) was in the 18 – 64 years old age bracket. The population of
7

Durham County was 267,587 in 2010. Over the previous decade, the County’s
population grew by almost 41,500, representing an increase of about 20 percent. This
increase represented eleven new residents and five new households for every day of the
past 10 years. Natural growth, (births minus deaths) accounted for a little more than
one-third of the increase, while net migration (in-migration minus out-migration)
accounted for a little less than two-thirds. The population in Durham in 2015 is
projected to be 248,161.
The report notes that of the population over 5 years old, 169,419 speak English as their
language at home, while 41,941 speak some other language.
There are 50,575 children under 18 living in households in the City of Durham (23.2%
below the national poverty level). The average household size is 2.30 persons, the
average family size 2.96 persons, living within a total of 90,717 households.

1.6.2 Growth Reports and Projections
Data on where and how this growth in Durham is happening come from different sources;
these data will inform the recommendations about potential recreation site locations:
Smart Growth America’s report City versus Suburban Growth in Small Metro Areas
(December, 2012) notes that the Durham-Chapel Hill Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) has a population of 505,862 in 2011, the 8th fastest growing MSA among cities
under 1,000,000 in the country. It also notes that while the suburban growth in that
time period was 1.03%, the city infill growth rate was 1.69%.
8

The Environmental Protection Agency’s report on Residential Construction Trends in
Metropolitan Areas 2012 calculates that infill accounted for almost 20% of new
residential growth across all 209 MSA’s in 2000-2009. In the Durham-Chapel Hill MSA,
the infill residential growth was 15.7% of the total.
The 2010-2040 Long Range Transportation Plan growth projection data does show,
however, that while residential infill is growing, some of the fastest growth in Durham is
still “around the edges” of the urban area, with a high projected increase in the
southeastern and southwestern corners of the County.
The Trust for Public Land issued its annual City Park Facts report in December 2012; the
report shows that Durham, when benchmarked against cities similar in size and
demographics, falls about in the middle of the pack in numbers of facilities. However the
item noted in the adopted 2003 Parks and Recreation Master Plan as being lowest in
meeting LOS standards, swimming pools, is still ranked low.
1.7 Major Issues and Concerns
The Steering Committee members discussed the results of the community meetings, the survey
data, and the MindMixer data, and they extracted what seem to be the key resident concerns
and issues. Points of discussion included the following:
Access to parks and programs is not consistent across Durham. Some areas (such as
northern Durham and Parkwood) voiced concern about the lack of parks in their
neighborhoods, while other areas with an adequate supply of parks are choosing not to
use some of them.
Marketing—what seems to be a general lack of knowledge among residents about DPR
and City facilities—is a problem in getting services to people who want them and do not
know that they exist and thus is a different kind of “access” problem.
Partnerships will be crucial to a successful future for the park system; partnerships can
include a stronger one between the City and the school system (mentioned by many
residents), between residents around a park and the park itself, and between public
entities and private businesses.
Sustainability of the City’s park and recreation system in tight economic times is a
critical concern. Do we build more parks and centers, do we retrofit existing sites to be
more usable, or can we fund some combination of both? How can the City maintain the
facilities it has while still meeting the needs of projected new growth?
How can the parks and recreation system respond to the residents’ obvious desires to
have it be a partner in creating and/or restoring the sense of community in
neighborhoods? Can park events and programming be brought to the neighborhoods?
9

Residents as a whole strongly support building more trails and greenways in the
community, while the members of athletic leagues and teams stress the need for more
athletic facilities. How can these needs be balanced?
The system can’t have it all, so how can the City make our parks and our recreation
programs both distinctive and inclusive?
If the idea is for “destination” parks rather than “large” or “small” parks, the City can
work towards a balance of those, perhaps distributing unique facilities (like the
skateboard park or a special playground) equitably across the City.
Overall, the Steering Committee decided that three key concepts underlie the plan’s
recommendations:

1.7.1 The Key: A Strategic Use of Resources
As much as possible, model the parks and recreation system after successful natural systems to
achieve sustainability and to make connections; use some of the key principles that natural
systems use as the principles for park and recreation development, including the following:
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Evolve to survive: replicate strategies that work and integrate the unexpected.
Be efficient with resources and energy: use multi-functional designs and low-energy
processes.
Adapt to changing conditions: incorporate diversity and maintain integrity through selfrenewal.
Integrate development with growth: combine modular and nested components.
Be locally attuned and responsive: use readily available materials and energy; cultivate
cooperative relationships; leverage cyclic processes.
Use life-friendly processes: build selectively with a small subset of elements.1
Each of these ecological principles can be applied to park and recreation planning. For instance,
the suggestion to “replicate strategies that work” is an efficient way to develop successful
programs/procedures and use them in each of the recreation centers and parks. The
recommendation for “modular and nested components” suggests that parks can be built or
renovated in phases, with key elements called out for implementation and bid in bulk. “Cyclic
processes” echoes the City’s budget year and the cycles of grant applications. Building with “a
small subset of elements” suggests the standardization of materials for efficiency in repair and
replacement, while “build selectively” suggests the need to optimize growth rather than simply
maximize it.
The following items are quick summaries of the recommendations that the discussion in each
chapter presents.
1.7.2 Facilities: Recommendations for Parks, Centers, and Trails
Continue to acquire land and construct new
facilities where that is warranted and based on
residents’ stated priorities
Encourage partnerships
Connect parks, trails, and centers with the
surrounding community
Improve parks’ natural areas and stream banks
Re-purpose underutilized sites as community
open space
Develop renovation plans for each site
Create a detailed asset inventory and a
replacement and repair schedule
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1.7.3 Recreation Programming and Events Recommendations
Utilize customer feedback for program assessment
Work with providers on ways to assist with
transportation
Collaborate with partners
Program in alternative spaces around the
community
Program for the City’s evolving demographics
Match programming with high community demand
Develop feasibility models to make decisions on
special interest programs
Regularly review and use program evaluations
Strengthen programming areas identified as core
priorities by the department and the community
1.7.4 Maintenance and Facility Standards: Recommendations
Integrate facility design with operations and
maintenance planning and budgeting
Educate and engage the public in park
maintenance
Use green design and construction
Implement the adopted Natural Resources
Management Plan
Develop a maintenance plan for each facility
Develop a yearly maintenance budget for each
facility
1.7.5 Organizational
Develop and implement a new marketing plan to
enhance communication with the public
Create a non-profit within DPR to hold donations
and contributions
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Continue to increase efficiency with new
technology
Use green business practices throughout the
organization
Define revenue policies
Complete an economic impact study of DPR’s
financial contribution to the City
1.8 Implementation
Implementation of these plan recommendations in the next few years is likely to be
incremental. Some of the operational and program ideas DPR can put into place with changes
in its own organization. Some recommendations can be achieved by a shifting of resources and
working with partners from private entities to other government agencies. And some of the
recommendations will require action by the City Council, including dedicated capital funding
and even additional operations funding, to achieve.
Finally, the recommendations will be ranked in categories and priorities to determine the
desired sequence of implementation. The priority evaluation system considers the following
factors:
PARCS Survey data and City of Durham Resident Survey data for the number of
households stating a need for a facility or program and the extent to which their needs
are currently being met;
Frequency of facility and program requests at public meetings and on MindMixer and in
department evaluation forms;
Importance ranking for facility or program from the PARCS survey;
Steering Committee and Recreation Advisory Commission evaluation and master plan
key concept areas addressed;
Geographic equity from the survey data and Level of Service areas for existing facilities.
__________________________
1
Adapted from “Life’s Principles: Biomimicry 3.8” at http://biomimicry.net.
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CHAPTER TWO: DATA COLLECTION
There are two key elements in developing a parks and recreation Master Plan. One is technical
data, collected from sources which research and publish information on cities and populations.
A second and more immediate element of the Master Planning work is the community input
process which provides residents with opportunities to express their perspectives on the City of
Durham’s physical park facilities, as well as on the recreation programming of the Department
of Parks and Recreation.
Following are key findings from these two data streams that have supported the development
of the recommendations through the rest of the plan. Additionally, the planning process
included involvement and review throughout by the Master Plan Steering Committee and later
by the Recreation Advisory Commission. The plan will ultimately be reviewed by the City
Manager and the Durham City Council.
2.1 Technical data on Growth
2.1.1 U. S. Census Data: A Snapshot of the City
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Durham’s population in 2010 was 228,330, with a median age of 32.1. The largest
population (156,289) was in the 18 – 64 years old age bracket. The population of
Durham County was 267,587 in 2010. Over the previous decade, the County’s
population grew by almost 41,500, representing an increase of about 20 percent. This
increase represented eleven new residents and five new households for every day of the
past 10 years. Natural growth, (births minus deaths) accounted for a little more than
one-third of the increase, while net migration (in-migration minus out-migration)
accounted for a little less than two-thirds. The population in Durham in 2015 is
projected to be 248,161.
There are 50,575 children under 18 living in households in Durham (23.2% below the
national poverty level). The average household size is 2.30 persons, the average family
size 2.96 persons, living within a total of 90,717 households.
The census report notes that of the population over 5 years old, 169,419 speak English
as their language at home, while 41,941 speak some other language.
Race and Ethnicity:

Age Cohorts:
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2.1.2 Growth Reports and Projections
Data on where and how this growth in Durham is happening come from different sources.
Much new growth is infill development, which represents a change from the pattern of several
decades of a city’s expanding around its perimeter.
Smart Growth America’s report City versus Suburban Growth in Small Metro Areas
(December 2012) notes that the Durham-Chapel Hill Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
has a population of 505,862 in 2011, the 8th fastest growing MSA among cities under
1,000,000 in the country. It also notes that while the suburban growth in that time
period was 1.03%, the city infill growth rate was 1.69%.
The Environmental Protection Agency’s report on Residential Construction Trends in
Metropolitan Areas 2012 calculates that infill accounted for almost 20% of new

18

residential growth across all 209 MSA’s in 2000-2009. In the Durham-Chapel Hill MSA,
the infill residential growth was 15.7% of the total.
The Better! Cities & Towns web site (Mar 2013) notes that building permits in cities with a high
number of the so-called “creative class” rose by 194 percent from 2010 to 2012 — more than
five times the national average. Nearly nine out of ten of the permits were issued for
multifamily housing in the core cities of these regions — and most of them in very walkable
neighborhoods:

However, the longer term trend toward geographic expansion has not ceased, even as it has
slowed down.
The MPO’s 2010-2040 Long Range Transportation Plan growth projection data show,
that while residential infill is growing, some of the fastest growth in Durham is still
“around the edges” of the urban area, with a high projected increase in the
southeastern and southwestern corners of the County (see map on following page).
Overlaying this projected residential growth with the existing City parks shows how that growth
will look with the park distribution as it is today. Of course, some properties currently held for
park development are not shown on this particular current map; those properties are noted in
Chapter Four.
.
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Map showing Durham growth and existing park locations.
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2.1.3 Comparison with Benchmark Cities
The Trust for Public Land (TPL) issued its annual City Park Facts report in December 2012; the
report shows that Durham, when benchmarked against similar sized cities, falls about in the
middle of the pack in numbers of facilities. Below is the table showing acres of park land held by
the various communities (five of these nine cities are also in the City Council’s adopted
benchmark communities). However the use that was noted in the current DPR master plan as
being lowest in LOS standards, swimming pools, is still considered by residents to be below a
desired level of service even at the “middle range” of the benchmark. All tables from TPL were
compiled from the City Park Facts 2012 (Dec, 2012) report. Other benchmark data follow in a
later section of this chapter.

City

Population

City land
area
(acres)

Baton Rouge
(LA)
Birmingham
(AL)

229,493

49,246

212,237

93,483

Chandler (AZ)
Chesapeake
(VA)

236,123
222,209

41,224
218,112

Durham (NC)

228,330

68,717

Greensboro
(NC)
Norfolk (VA)
Raleigh (NC)

269,666

80,970

242,803
403,892

34,637
91,458

Rochester (NY)

210,565

22,900

WinstonSalem (NC)

229,617

84,767

Park land
Land Management Agency
within
(Area managed in acres, within the City
City limits
limits)
(acres)
1,477 Recreation and Park Commission: 1,477
3,596 Birmingham Park and Recreation Board:
1,472
Red Mountain Park Commission: 1,200
Ruffner Mountain Nature Coalition, Inc.: 924
1,528 Chandler Comm. Services Dept: 1,528
56,066 Great Dismal Swamp Wildlife Refuge: 49,246
VA Dept of Game and Fisheries: 4,558
Chesapeake Parks and Recreation: 2,262
2,699 Durham Parks and Recreation: 1,999
Eno River State Park: 700
6,191 Greensboro Parks and Recreation: 5,951
Guilford Courthouse Nat. Military Park: 240
602 Norfolk Parks and Recreation: 602
12,571 Raleigh Parks and Recreation: 6,801
William B. Umstead State Park: 5,579
Wake Co. Parks and Recreation: 191
1,501 Rochester Bureau of Operations and Parks:
933
Monroe Co. Dept. of Parks (w/in City): 568
3,450 Winston-Salem Parks and Recreation: 3,450
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2.2 Community Input
From September, 2012 through January, 2013, DPR collected public input from a variety of
sources in an attempt to get the best possible representation of views. Gathering data for this
plan included eight community meetings, a statistically valid household survey, a series of focus
group meetings with selected stakeholder groups, and ideas and opinions collected on an
interactive on-line discussion site hosted by MindMixer. Following is a brief description of the
process of gathering data from each of these sources.
2.2.1 PARCS survey
The Parks and Recreation Community Survey (PARCS)
was developed by the National Research Council, Inc.
to provide an in-depth sounding of residents’ attitudes
about the City’s parks and recreation services. The
survey contains both standardized questions as well as
questions customized by DPR specifically for Durham concerns. To have confidence in the
perception of what residents are seeking from a parks and recreation system, system managers
need to inquire of their constituency directly; this constituency includes not only those who
regularly use the services and facilities provided but also those who support those facilities and
services with their taxes, whether or not they use them, and who benefit from the
improvements in their community.
The survey was mailed in September, 2012 to a selection of 4,000 households in Durham. Each
household was contacted three times about participation in the survey, and a self-addressed
and postage paid envelope was included for the response. The survey was made available in
Spanish and on-line (for those selected household) who wanted to respond in that format. A
total of 448 completed surveys was obtained, providing an overall response rate of 12% and a
margin of error plus or minus 5% around any given percent for the entire sample. Survey
results were weighted so that respondent age, gender, tenure (including rent versus own),
housing unit type, race, ethnicity, and geographic area were represented in the proportions
reflective of Durham overall. In addition, DPR also opted to include comparisons of the data by
geographic area and respondent demographic characteristics.
2.2.2 MindMixer
MindMixer is a simple web platform that provides online idea collaboration for offline
communities; it then generates report results regularly to the City staff. As a tool it is designed
to increase outreach to community areas with potentially low rates of participation. A resident
signing in to the MindMixer site is joining a virtual town-hall meeting to introduce and discuss
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ideas and see those ideas become a part of the larger community planning process. As a City
with a significant high-tech presence, Durham seemed a good site to use this additional
outreach method to solicit residents’ opinions. The park and recreation web site—named
PlantoPlayMoreDurham.org—was launched at the end of August, 2012 with publicity and a
marketing campaign. By January, 2013, the site had 1396 visitors and almost 15,000 page views,
with 194 new ideas posted and 321 comments or seconds to those ideas.
Key concerns that emerged from the MindMixer on-line discussion were not so very different
from the PARCS survey responses and the community meeting responses, as one might expect.
While the format of the discussion allowed participants to introduce and to comment on as
many ideas as they wished and to “second” ideas they agreed with—so exact percentages of
choices are not possible—still there were some clear favorite ideas among the participants and
some ideas expressed that had not come up in other venues.
2.2.3 Community Meetings and Focus Groups
The City staff and the Steering Committee arranged eight focus groups around the community
which were held between Oct 9, 2012 and Nov 13, 2012.
October 9

Southwest Regional Library (3605 Shannon Rd.)

October 11

North Regional Library (221 Milton Rd.)

October 16

Staff Development Center (2107 Hillandale Rd.)

October 18

Main Library (300 N. Roxboro St.)

October 24

Forest Hills Clubhouse (1639 University Dr.)

October 30

Southern High School (800 Clayton Rd.)

November 1 Holton Career & Resource Center (401 N. Driver St.)
November 13 Southern Regional Library (4505 S. Alston Ave.)

All meetings were 7:00 to 8:30 PM; the Oct 30 meeting at Southern High School was ended at
7:30 because of lack of attendance. Different Steering Committee members hosted the
meetings, though each worked from a series of questions planned out by the whole committee
earlier. The overall goal was to find out what residents like and dislike about the current
system of parks and programs, what barriers they perceived to their using the system more
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fully, and what changes they would like to see in the system going forward. At the end of each
meeting, attendees “voted” on a list of questions using the instant response Turning Point
system, and the meeting concluded with a brief discussion of the group’s responses. Detailed
notes from each of the meetings are included as Appendix A. The notes are worth reading to
follow the different and interesting directions each of the community meetings took once
beyond the pre-planned questions.
DPR staff also held several focus meetings for specific groups that were either underrepresented during the planning process or else had a specialized area of knowledge that could
assist with a key area of the master planning.
Staff and members of El Centro Hispano
Three messages were strongest coming out of this meeting: a need for more indoor and
outdoor soccer field, more classes taught in Spanish, and more staff who speak Spanish.
Mature adults
The mature adults selected “opportunities for fitness and physical health” as their first choice
for programs that DPR should be offering more in the community. Second was “activities for
mature adults,” third was “activities for children and teens,” and fourth was “classes for
training and cultural enrichment.”
Teens
There was strong support in this group for several key ideas: (1) unless you’re into sports,
there’s nothing in parks for young people to do; (2) something new would be well-received (like
healthy cooking classes, browsing a menu of different recreation activities, exciting individual
recreation opportunities in parks such as skateboarding or climbing); (3) many would be
interested in using their DPS-required Community Service hours in park work; and (4) limited
transportation is the major factor in whether or not they can use City
park and center facilities.
DPR staff
Staff are very aware of and concerned with issues of access to
facilities and programs; various ideas around this notion of “access”
were discussed: “Accessibility is the number one issue—if it’s not
close by, they won’t come”; “Persons with disability and low income
residents and children—they’re often dependent on others to get
them to places for recreation”; “Pools are important because DPR is
the only provider of public swimming opportunities”; “We constantly
hear that people don’t know what all is available in DPR”; “Can we
build a ‘one-stop shop’ recreation complex to serve the whole family
at one location?”
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General Services Trades and Landscaping staff and DPR Maintenance staff
These staff members are eager to work on ways to improve park and center maintenance (a
resident desire that came up often on MindMixer and in community meetings). Because these
ideas require some greater explanation and context, they will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter Six.
2.3 Diversity of Respondents
The demographic data from the PARCS survey suggest that the survey collected samples from a
diversity of Durham residents.
On the question “how long have you lived in Durham?” 36% said “more than 20 years,”
while 21% said “2 – 5 years.”
Fifty-four percent of the respondents were female, 46% were male.
The largest age cohort was the 25-34 year olds with 32%, next was 45 – 54 year olds
with 22%, then “65 and over” with 17%.
Eleven percent of the respondents said “yes” when asked if they described themselves
as “Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino.”
When asked about race, 2% self-identified as “American Indian,” 7% as “Asian or Asian
Indian,” 40% as “Black or African American,” 51% as “White,” and 7% as “Other.”
Fifty-six percent said they lived in a single-family home; 30% said they lived in an
apartment or condominium.
Fifty-three percent said they owned their place of residence; 47% said they rented.
Forty-six percent of the respondents said that children under 18 years old lived in the
household.
The data from the community meetings (self-reported through the Turning Point instant voting
process) also show a strong diversity, if not quite as broadly representative as the survey that
was targeted with that goal in mind. Here are the totals from the demographic questions as the
meetings:
Age range
Under 18 years old
18 – 24 years old
25 – 34 years old
35 – 44 years old
45 – 54 years old
55 – 64 years old
65 years old or older

0
5%
16%
20%
14%
32%
13%
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Hispanic, Latino?
Yes
No
Ethnicity?
American Indian or Alaskan
Native
Asian, Asian Indian or Pacific
Islander
Black or African American
White
Other
Area of Durham?
Southern Durham
Eastern Durham
Northern Durham
Central Durham
Western Durham
I don’t live in the City of
Durham

10%
90%

0
1%
28%
62%
9%

26%
7%
12%
35%
9%
11%

2.3.1 Diversity in Responses
The community meetings were held in locations across the whole Durham community to draw
in attendees from different neighborhoods, but results were of course dependent upon who
chose to show up. The PARCS survey results, in contrast, were deliberately weighted so that
respondent age, gender, tenure (including rent versus own), housing unit type, race, ethnicity,
and geographic area were represented in the proportions reflective of Durham overall. The
breakdown into demographic comparisons by residency, gender, race, and age revealed a large
amount of overlap among opinions in all those groups; but some situations where there were
statistically significant differences are very interesting and will need to be studied by staff to
see what effect some targeted marketing and some new directions in both programming and
marketing might make. Some differences of opinion may represent different expectations of
DPR facilities and services, and some might represent different services received or facilities
used. And, ultimately, some differences will represent differences in social situations that a
parks and recreation system can only partially affect.
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Length of residency differences
Typically, residents who have lived in Durham between 6 and 20 years rated services and
facilities as “excellent” or “good” more often than residents who have lived here either 5 years
or less or more than 20 years. That was true for “opportunities for cultural activities,” “amount
of preserved open space,” “number of parks in the community,” “number of playgrounds in the
community,” “distribution of parks in the community,” “opportunities for enrichment classes.”
That group also ranked “overall quality of programs” more highly than the other two groups.
However, that same group (6 – 20 years residency), rated the following as “essential” or “very
important” significantly less often than the either the shorter or longer-term residents:
“opportunities to maintain physical health,” “provide opportunities to underserved residents,”
“provide opportunities for adults over 55,” “protect the natural environment,” and “contribute
to the community’s economy.”
This group also reported the highest use of all three groups of ball fields and recreation centers
but the lowest satisfaction ranking of ball fields and recreation centers.
Gender differences
As a group, females were more satisfied than males with most areas of DPR, both facilities and
services. They rated as “good” or “excellent” in statistically significant numbers opportunities to
participate in classes, availability of information about services, the number of parks,
preservation of resources, and the City’s dog parks.
Females also ranked as “essential” or “very important” the following categories significantly
more often than males: opportunities for social connections, opportunities for adults over 55,
contribution to the economy, promotion of a more beautiful community, opportunities to
participate in sports, and opportunities for enrichment classes.
Female respondents’ highest preference for a new facility is an “outdoor pool with water play
features,” while the male respondents’ preference, while high for an outdoor pool, is highest
for an “outdoor amphitheater.”
Age differences
Residents in the 35-54 years old age cohort were significantly less likely to rate as “excellent”
or “good” many categories of possible responses than persons 18 – 34 or persons over 55:
recreational opportunities, number and distribution of parks and playgrounds, opportunities for
participation in fitness or events or social activities. They ranked their satisfaction with the
City’s parks and programs the lowest of the three age groups. On the other hand, this group
was also the least likely to say that they had used any of the City’s facilities or participated in
any programming in the last 12 months.
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Among these three age groups, the highest preference for each of them is an “outdoor pool
with water play features.”
Ethnicity/Origin differences
As respondent groups, both African Americans and Hispanic/Other were less likely to rank DPR
facilities and programs as “good” or “excellent” than were Whites; and African Americans
tended to rank them lower than the Hispanic/Other group. For proximity of parks to home,
recreational opportunities for adults, distribution of parks in the community, fitness
opportunities, opportunities to enroll in classes, and opportunities to participate in outdoor
recreation, as many as 20% of African Americans respondents rated these categories
significantly lower than the other two groups.
And it seems that these rankings reflect a significantly different perception of what should be
parks and recreation’s priorities. African Americans rated as “essential” or “very important” far
more programs than Whites or Hispanic/Other respondents, including opportunities for social
connections, recreation opportunities for adults, contribution to the economy, opportunities
for athletic participation, opportunities for classes, and maintaining the City’s image as a
“creative class City.”
However, all three of these groups selected
“outdoor pool with water play features” as
their most desired new facility, though the
second-most desired facility reflected a
different desire for each group: an outdoor
amphitheatre for Whites, a track and field
venue for African Americans, and a soccer
field complex for Hispanic/Others.
Geographic subgroups
The survey results were the least problematic in this breakdown. Data were reported from the
City’s seven recreation payment-in-lieu districts (which are subsets of the recreation impact fee
zones); not surprisingly, those people who lived nearer to facilities they used or were at least
familiar with were happier with parks and recreation services than those who did not. For
example, the residents of the Eno North District (which contains only River Forest Park and the
in-development site at Snow Hill Rd.) rated both “recreational opportunities” and “proximity of
parks” as excellent or good only 50% of the time; residents of the Eno South District (which
contains, along with other small parks, Valley Springs, Whippoorwill, Northgate, Walltown,
Duke, and West Point Parks) rated those same two categories as excellent or good at 77% and
78%. And residents of the Lick Creek District rated distribution of parks as good or excellent at
only 23%, since that area got its first park, Bethesda Park, only two years ago.
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2.4 Some Large Scale Opinions on the City’s Parks and Recreation System
The PARCS survey began by asking respondents to register some opinions about the system as a
whole.
Overall Ratings of Services and Facilities

These numbers are not far from the numbers in the City of Durham Resident Survey for 2011
which show that overall, 64% of respondents said they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with
the department’s programs and facilities, an increase of 6% from the 2009 survey.
Residents in the community meetings and on MindMixer, both of which contained free-form
discussion rather than responses to graded questions, offered more nuanced and personal
opinions, of the “yes, but…” type. A person would mention something that he or she really
likes about the system—Walltown is a dynamic facility, the kayaking at Lake Michie is great, the
Third Fork Creek Trail is beautiful—and follow that with a wish for something else desired for
Durham parks or programs—spinning classes, soccer fields like Orange County, a facility like
Pullen Park in Raleigh, or a natural play area like the one in Reedy Creek Park in Charlotte.
PARCS did not ask a question on the overall maintenance of City park and recreation facilities,
but the topic came up several times in the MindMixer and community meeting / focus group
discussions. One spirited exchange on MindMixer discussed whether or not the City ought to
pay to hire staff attendants at every park site. Several residents asserted at the community
meetings that the City “should not add facilities into the system when we have trouble
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maintaining what we have now”—but those opinions were countered by other residents with
“what about those areas in the City that don’t even have a park”?
In thinking about maintenance, data from the City Park Facts 2012 benchmark cities show that
Durham’s parks and recreation department is not high in the number of employees per City
residents:
City

Baton Rouge (LA)
Birmingham (AL)
Chandler (AZ)
Chesapeake (VA)
Durham (NC)
Greensboro (NC)
Norfolk (VA)
Raleigh (NC)
Rochester (NY)
Winston-Salem (NC)

Number of regular,
non-seasonal
employees in City park
department
152
153
223
313
107
228
236
401
83
106

City park
employees per
10,000 residents
6.6
7.2
9.4
14.1
4.7
8.5
9.7
9.9
3.9
4.6

And 22.5% of the attendees at the community meetings voted with Turning Point that
“maintenance” was a concern for them in choosing to use or not use a park facility:

I would use City facilities more if…
I knew more about what was available
They were maintained better
I felt they were safe
The centers had programs that
appealed to me
There was a park or center closer to
my home

25%
22.5%
17.5%
20%
15%
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Finally, the survey asked residents to pick the overall priorities that they feel are most
important for the Department of Parks and Recreation going into the future:
Community Priorities that Residents Feel are Important DPR Goals

Key community concerns as documented in the PARCS survey (those items which received a
ranking of 90% or higher from respondents as essential priorities for DPR) included five items:
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(1) Provide green and natural spaces within the community with park lands and open spaces,
(2) Protect the natural environment and promote environmental sustainability, (3) Provide
opportunities for residents to maintain and improve their physical health, and (4) Provide
positive activities for children and teens, and (5) Provide mobility, with trails and paths for
residents to use to exercise and non-motorized transportation.
2.5 Awareness of Parks and Recreation Facilities and Programs
It is worth noting, and certainly worth trying to find ways to address, the fact that many of the
City’s residents are not well informed about the facilities and programs that the department
offers them. The department conducted a City wide program evaluation in 2005 through the
nationally recognized consultant firm GreenPlay, LLC. At that point in time, the data showed
that 16% of the households in Durham participated in DPR programming (lower than the
national benchmark of 29%). However, 88% of the program participants rated DPR programs as
“good” or “excellent” (higher than the national benchmark of 54%). The main barrier to
program usage was identified as market awareness, with 43% noting that they “do not know
what is being offered.”
The City of Durham Resident Survey for 2011 notes that overall, 64% of respondents said they
were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the department’s programs and facilities, an increase of
6% from the 2009 survey. However, only 27% said they had used a DPR program in 2009 and
that fell to 26% in 2011.
A question was specifically added into the PARCS survey about marketing to try to determine
how residents learned about DPR, with the following results:
In the last 12 months, how frequently, if
ever, have you or other household
members used the following sources to
get information about DPR facilities,
parks, and programs?
DPR’s Play More magazine
Newspaper (print or online)
DPR Flyers/posters/postcards
Local television news
Radio
DPR’s website (www.DPRPlayMore.org)
DPR’s Facebook page
Email/Listserv
Word of mouth

Always Frequently Sometimes Never Total

2%
7%
2%
8%
6%
4%
1%
2%
10%

4%
16%
13%
17%
13%
8%
2%
5%
23%

21%
37%
30%
26%
24%
21%
7%
13%
37%

73%
41%
55%
50%
57%
67%
90%
80%
30%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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And two questions asked at the community meetings also tried to determine both how
residents learned about DPR activities and what might encourage them to use DPR facilities and
programs more. Here are the results from the two Turning Point votes:

I learned about this meeting
from…?
The City’s website
My neighborhood or PAC website
The newspaper
Seeing a poster
A friend who told me about it
Some other way

7%
24%
0
1%
16%
52%
7%

I would use DPR programs more if…
There were more programs on evenings and weekends
They were better advertised so I could learn about
them
There were some programs in sites other than
recreation centers
Programs had no fee at all attached to them
I already use DPR programs

9%
37%
21%
12%
21%

The responses above about programs themselves are ones that will be addressed in Chapter
Five, but it’s significant that 37% feel that they do not have enough information about DPR
offerings to know whether or not they want to use the programs. A Turning Point vote cited
previously on page 30 notes that 25% of residents agree they would use park facilities more “if I
knew more about what was available.”
The data show that residents who do use the programs and facilities tend to like them. An
internal department performance goal set at 15% for program “repeat customers” was
exceeded by a 54% repeat registration rate (see Appendix B for the entire list of these
performance measures and evaluations). However, when “word of mouth” continues to be
the way that residents learn about this City organization, it suggests that new marketing and
communication methods need to be developed. Person-to-person conversation is a very hard
marketing stream for an agency to tap into in an organized way.
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2.6 Community Input on Recreation Facilities and Recreation Programming
A big part of the public input process was asking the residents for their opinions on specific
parks and recreation facilities and programs, both those in place in the community now and
those that might be desired in the future that they would be willing to support with tax dollars.
As an overall “first look” at this large question, residents completing the PARCS survey were
asked to select the three most important DPR services and the three most important facilities.
The quality ratings given to activities and facilities were compared to importance rankings to
identify potential action areas. The four quadrants show the “high importance/high quality”
and “high importance/lower in quality” areas for facilities and activities and thus indicate areas
likely to have public support for potential improvement.

Higher in Importance,
Lower in Quality

Higher in Importance,
Higher in Quality

Activity and Facility Highlights and Opportunities
Activities
Community events (such as Bimbé, Earth
Day, Latino Festival, etc.)
Theater and performing programs (music,
drama, multi-media)
Fitness or health and wellness classes (such
as aerobics, yoga, weight training, etc.)
Certifications (such as CPR, AED, First Aid,
Babysitting, etc)
Indoor swimming pool activities
Children and teen summer camp
Environmental education
Field sports (such as baseball, softball,
soccer, flag football, etc.)
Indoor court sports (such as basketball,
volleyball, racquetball)
Tennis
Skill-building classes such as (computers,
finances, etc.)
Trips and tours for adults ages 55 and older
After school programs

Facilities

Trails and greenways
Nature center
Recreation centers
Lake/reservoir
Playgrounds
Athletic fields
Picnic shelters

Special use facilities
(i.e., Armory, Spruce
Pine Lodge, etc.)
Swimming poolindoor
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While this summary chart is a helpful snapshot, drilling down into more specifics on facilities
and programs will obviously reveal more details, thus the next two subsections of information.
It is, of course, important always
to keep in mind that these
rankings come from both those
who DO use the facilities and
those who DO NOT and thus who
may have limited or no experience
of them. Again, it is one
perspective that must be seen in
the context of other community
input data.

2.6.1 Recreation Facilities
Importance and Quality Rating of Facilities—Summary from PARCS

Lower Importance
(Selected as top 3
most important by
12% or fewer)

High Importance
(Selected as top 3
most
important by more
than 12%)

Higher Quality Ratings
(Greater than 63%
rated as excellent or good)

Lower Quality Ratings
(63% or fewer
rated as excellent or good)

Trails and greenways
Recreation centers
Playgrounds
Lake/reservoir
Athletic fields
Picnic shelters
Nature center

Special use facilities (i.e., Armory,
Spruce Pine Lodge, etc.)
Swimming pool-indoor

Ball fields
Skate park

Swimming pool-outdoor
Dog park
Tennis courts
Spray grounds
Disc golf course
Ropes course
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Preference for New Facilities—PARCS survey

Durham Parks and Recreation
may expand its current
inventory of parks. Please
indicate how important, if at all,
each of the following is to you.
Lighted soccer field complex
Lighted baseball field complex
Lighted softball field complex
BMX bicycle course
Outdoor amphitheater
Dog Park with a dog agility
course.
Facility for track and field events
Outdoor pool with water play
features

Essential

Very
important

Somewhat
important

Not at all
important

Total

11%
14%
13%
5%
16%

28%
24%
23%
14%
32%

37%
41%
39%
43%
35%

24%
21%
24%
38%
17%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

10%

21%

34%

35%

100%

12%

33%

35%

20%

100%

21%

36%

29%

14%

100%

Preference for New Features in a Recreation Center—Turning Point from Community Meetings

Top 2 choices for a new facility?
A recreation center with a pool
A soccer field complex
A ball field complex
More outdoor pools
An outdoor amphitheater
A track and field venue
A tennis court complex
More greenway trails

17.5%
12.5%
7.5%
2.5%
20%
12.5%
0
27.5%
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Preference for New Features in a Recreation Center—PARCS survey

Durham Parks and Recreation is
considering building a new
regional recreation center. Please
indicate how important, if at all, it
is to you that DPR include each of
the following in a new facility..
Racquetball and handball courts
Gymnasium
Climbing wall
Indoor soccer facility
Indoor tennis facility
Community meeting room
Fitness/training facility with a
walking track
Competition swimming pool with
50 meter lanes
Indoor recreation pool with water
play features
Heated indoor recreation pool

Essential

Very
important

Somewhat
important

Not at all
important

Total

7%
21%
9%
6%
4%
16%

25%
40%
29%
21%
21%
36%

46%
28%
40%
32%
42%
38%

22%
11%
23%
41%
33%
11%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

28%

48%

20%

4%

100%

19%

29%

37%

14%

100%

18%

31%

34%

17%

100%

23%

35%

28%

15%

100%

From the MindMixer discussion, some ideas about specific facilities emerged that did not come
out from other venues:
Off road biking and walking trails was a strong favorite in the “desired new facilities”
discussion, as it was in the survey and the community meetings; and the request for
trails worked its way into several topics as a desire for connections and easier access to
parks and recreation centers.
New ideas that emerged from the MindMixer site with strong support were (1) an
outdoor winter ice skating venue, (2) an indoor playground, (3) a park with rides “like
Pullen Park in Raleigh,” (4) adding shade structures over playgrounds, and (5) adult
“playgrounds” for fitness and exercise.
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“Outdoor pools” received the largest absolute number of votes, but adding together the
votes for “indoor competition pool” and “indoor recreation pool” pushes the indoor
pool higher

2.6.2 Recreation Programming
Importance and Quality Ratings of Program Offerings—Summary from PARCS survey

High Importance
(Selected as one of top 3 most important
by 10% or more)

Higher Quality Ratings
(55% or more rated as excellent or
good)
Community events (such as
Bimbé, Earth Day, Latino
Festival, etc.)
Theater and performing
programs (music, drama, multimedia)
Fitness or health and wellness
classes (such as aerobics, yoga,
weight training, etc.)
Indoor swimming pool activities
Field sports (such as baseball,
softball, soccer, flag football,
etc.)
Environmental education
Indoor court sports (such as
basketball, volleyball,
racquetball)
Children and teen summer
camp
Certifications (such as CPR, AED,
First Aid, Babysitting, etc)

Lower Quality Ratings
(Less than 55% rated as excellent or
good)

Tennis
After school programs
Skill-building classes such as
(computers, finances, etc.)
Trips and tours for adults ages
55 and older
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Lower Importance
(Selected as one of top 3 most important
by fewer than 10%)

Higher Quality Ratings
(55% or more rated as excellent or
good)

Lower Quality Ratings
(Less than 55% rated as excellent or
good)
Outdoor swimming pool
activities
Small watercraft sports (such as
sailboats, canoes, kayaks, etc.)
Swim lessons
Canine recreation programs
Fishing
Personal enrichment classes
Cultural history programs
(such as cooking, art, nutrition,
Drop-in fitness (such as weights,
etc.)
exercise machines, etc.)
Martial arts
Dance
Specialized recreation programs
(programming for persons with
disabilities such as Challenger
Leagues, Adaptive Sports, etc.)
Adventure programs (overnight
camping, ropes courses)

Preference for New Services—PARCS survey
If Durham Parks and Recreation were to offer one new parks and
recreation service, what single service would you like to see added?
Increased number and variety of fitness/sports facilities available
Expanded aquatic facilities
Increased frequency and variety of health and personal enrichment
related programs
More walking and biking trails
Increased number and variety of community/event facilities available
Increased safety efforts at parks and facilities
Increased frequency and variety of fitness/sports programs offered
More programs and services for youth
More programs and services for seniors
Other
Total

Percent of
respondents
31%
15%
9%
8%
7%
6%
6%
6%
4%
8%
100%
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Community meeting respondents also had some suggestions for possible changes in
programming:
I would use DPR programs more if…
There were more programs on evenings and
weekends
They were better advertised so I could learn
about them
There were some programs in sites other than
recreation centers
Programs had no fee at all attached to them
I already use DPR programs

9%
37%
21%
12%
21%

MindMixer members noted some specific programming that they would like to see added to
DPR’s portfolio and made another plea for information:
Desired additions to the recreation centers by many included climbing walls, more
classes for 0 – 5 year olds, spinning classes, and yoga.
“Improve the PlayMore guide” received a lot of seconds, for both the written and online version.

2.7 The Size of Future Facilities
The “large site/small site” discussion in MindMixer provoked a mix of results, as it did in other
venues as well. Some users argued for the value of walkability and neighborhood connections
generated by smaller parks, while others argued the value of a large sports complex (for soccer
or baseball) or a large recreation center with activities for a variety of user groups in one
location.
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Size of Parks and Centers—from PARCS survey
The City of Durham Parks and Recreation Department is determining
important guiding principles for future parks and recreation programming.
Recognizing that all the statements may reflect values that are important to
you, from each pair of statements below, please indicate which ONE of the
two statements you believe is more important for Durham and its future.
The City should have a greater number of smaller
neighborhood parks (1-2 acres) close to your home even if
that means each park has fewer or smaller amenities (e.g., a
playground but not an athletic field).
Preference
The City should have larger regional parks that provide more
for parks
amenities (e.g., multiple tennis courts, athletic fields, trails,
ball fields, etc.) even if that means you have to travel further
from your home to get to them.
Total
The City should have small neighborhood centers, closer to
your home, even if that means they have limited amenities
(e.g., a meeting room, a kitchen, a computer lab, etc.).
Preference
The City should have larger regional recreation centers that
for centers
have more amenities (e.g., exercise equipment, swimming
pool, gym and racquetball courts) even if that means you
have to travel further from your home to get to them.
Total

Percent of
respondents

59%

41%
100%
47%

53%
100%

The community meeting attendees requested a third choice to vote for:
Large or small parks?
Should have a lot of parks, even if they are smaller and have
fewer features, so everyone can have a park close to his or her
home
Should have fewer parks, but they should be large regional
ones with a lot of features in them
Should be a mix of large and small parks, even if it means
taking some existing parks off-line

32%

22%
46%

2.8 Other Benchmark Comparisons from City Park Facts 2012
While the cities shown in the following table are demographically close, it’s clear that regional
differences do play a significant role. Outdoor facilities, for instance, are more predominant in
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southern cities where year-round park and playground use is possible. However, what
ultimately drives whether or not the number of facilities is “enough” for a community are the
residents’ perception and willingness to pay for them. These benchmark numbers are
discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE PLAN NETWORK

3.1 City Strategic Plan
The City of Durham organization has 24 departments and over 2,400 employees who deliver
services to the residents and visitors. As have other municipal governments, the City has faced
the challenges of increased service demands in an economic downturn that has reduced
financial resources. Those challenges have focused the organization on the need to ensure
effective service delivery, and thus the development of a long-term strategic plan that will
direct work toward consistent and planned results.
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The Strategic Plan is organized under five overarching goals which serve as guidance for all
current and future planning efforts undertaken by the City. The Strategic Plan and its five goals
were reviewed during the development of this Parks and Recreation Master Plan to ensure
consistency and cohesion between the two documents:
Strong and Diverse Economy
Safe and Secure Community
Thriving Livable Neighborhoods
Well-Managed City
Stewardship of the City’s Physical Assets

The work of all City departments supports all of
these goals in some ways, and DPR is no exception.
However, two of the goals—Thriving Livable
Neighborhoods and Stewardship of the City’s
Physical Assets—specifically call out parks and
recreation programming and facilities and include
the work of the department within the objectives
and initiatives under those goals. Goal 3, for
instance, lists as one objective: “Increase access to
recreational facilities City-wide,” while Goal 5 has
as an objective “Ensure an adequate parks, trails,
and open space configuration.” Both of those goals
are still undergoing revisions in 2013, but it is clear
that parks and recreation will figure into them in a significant way
(https://durhamnc.gov/183/Strategic-Plan).
The balance of Chapter Three presents a review of other existing City planning efforts that are
relevant to the development of this Parks and Recreation Master Plan. The following table
illustrates how the goals of these previous planning efforts and the major concepts of this plan
as defined by the Steering Committee reinforce and support each other. A more detailed look
at these existing plans has also been included in this chapter following the table.
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Parks and Recreation Master Plan: Operating in the Plan Network
Master Plan
Goals
Specific Plan
City Strategic
Plan

MAKING
CONNECTIONS

IMPROVING
SUSTAINABILITY

OPTIMIZING
CURRENT
FACILITIES

Plan Goals

Strong and Diverse Economy
Safe and Secure Community
Thriving Livable Communities
Well-Managed City
Stewardship of the City’s
Physical Assets













Durham
Comprehensive
Plan
Level of Service Standards
Existing Facilities
New Facilities
Long Range Planning
Partnerships /
Intergovernmental
Cooperation
Public Outreach /
Community Education



Connectivity
Accessibility
Right of Way Preservation
Water Quality Protection
Open Space Preservation
Community Education /
Community Involvement
























Trails and
Greenways Plan
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Open Space
Plans
Habitat Preservation
Water Quality Protection
Protection of Natural Beauty
Land Use and Development
Plans
Resident Involvement /
Participation
Historic Preservation


















DPR Strategic
Plan
Increase connectivity of
programs and facilities
Improve operations
standards/management plan
Assess / reallocate
department resources
Operate based on CAPRA
standards
Improve communications
Develop a depreciation and
replacement schedule
Develop an
operations/maintenance
plan
Identify facility renovation
needs
























DPR Operations
Plans
Historic Resources
Management Plan
Natural Resources
Management Plan
Marketing and
Communications Plan
Recreation Programming
Plan
Maintenance and Operations
Plan
Safety and Health Plan / Risk
Management Plan
Parks and Recreation Fleet
Inventory / Maintenance
Schedule
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3.2 Durham Comprehensive Plan

The Planning Department recently coordinated an update to the Durham Comprehensive Plan
that was adopted by the City Council and Board of County Commissioners in the spring of 2012.
As a part of that process, representatives from the Parks and Recreation Department were
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asked to provide input into various Plan policies that pertain to the department. Many of those
policies have now been adopted.
Goal 10 of the Comprehensive Plan directs the City to “Provide a system of parks, recreational
facilities, and greenways that meets the needs of Durham’s growing and diverse population.”
The plan recommends six key objectives (and several policies associated with them) to reach
this goal (https://durhamnc.gov/346/Comprehensive-Plan).

Objective 10.1.1. Parks and Recreation Level of Service Standards
Establish level of service standards for the provision of parks and recreation facilities to meet
expressed community desires.
Objective 10.1.2. Existing Park and Recreation Facilities
Upgrade existing park and recreation facilities to improve their safety, accessibility, and
functionality, and provide the highest possible level of maintenance for all park facilities.
Objective 10.1.3. New Park and Recreation Facilities
Ensure comprehensive park and recreational services and leisure opportunities for all of
Durham’s citizens by implementing parks and recreation and greenways facilities plans and by
providing adequate funding to ensure comprehensive recreational and leisure opportunities for
all of Durham’s citizens.
Objective 10.1.4. Parks and Recreation Long Range Planning
Ensure comprehensive park and recreational services and leisure opportunities for all of
Durham’s citizens by developing an ongoing planning process that includes updates of the park
and recreation plans and public participation.
Objective 10.1.5. Partnerships and Intergovernmental Cooperation
Coordinate and communicate with all providers of parks, recreation facilities, and open space
including local, State, and Federal agencies and the private sector to ensure that the needs of
the community are met in the most cost efficient and beneficial manner.
Objective 10.1.6. Public Outreach and Community Education
Implement a public outreach and community education program with materials to inform
citizens about the benefits of a comprehensive parks and recreation program.
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3.3 Trails and Greenways Master Plan
The current Durham Trails and Greenways Plan was adopted in 2012. It lists seven key goals for
planning and implementation, all of which are coordinated to be compatible with other existing
plans and will be compatible with the recommendations of the Parks and Recreation Master
Plan.
Connectivity – linking local trail systems, on-road routes, and larger state and national
systems
Accessibility – serving as many types of trail users in as many locations as possible
Right-of-Way Preservation – protecting corridors and acquiring new ones through multiuse and dedication requirements
Water Quality Protection – keeping water quality foremost in trail construction in
stream corridors
Open Space Preservation – protecting corridors in environmentally sensitive areas
Community Education – creating maps, brochures, and programs to promote the trails
system
Community Involvement – encouraging community connector trails and Adopt-a-Trail
programs
(https://durhamnc.gov/2854/Trails-Greenways-Master-Plan-2011).
3.4 Open Space Plans
Staff from DPR often work with staff from the Planning Department during the development of
Open Space Plans for preservation and directed development of parts of Durham and Durham
County. The recommendations included in those plans frequently involve land that should be
preserved for future development as recreation space. For instance, the New Hope Creek
Corridor Open Space Plan, one of the earliest in its adoption in 1991, was the basis for saving
the land around a closed industrial site that has since become Sandy Creek Park.
(https://www.dconc.gov/home/showdocument?id=10534).
Shown on the following page is one of the concept maps from that New Hope plan:
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This map from the 1991 New Hope
Corridor Open Space Plan shows the
proposal for what later became Sandy
Creek Park.
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The Little River Corridor Open Space Plan, adopted in 2001, suggests recreation amenities that
residents in northern Durham desire (see below). Though much of the land discussed in the
plan is in the County rather than the City, DPR does serve County residents; and the amenities
suggested by this plan are ones that City residents have indicated that they desire as well.
https://www.dconc.gov/home/showdocument?id=10536

The most recently completed open space plan is the Eastern Durham Open Space Plan (2007).
Included in its recommendations are areas noted for additional recreation / land preservation
in this area of Durham. The following map suggests sites that the City might want to work to
sublease from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the Falls Lake Recreation Area to develop as
natural park sites for Durham residents to use.
https://www.dconc.gov/home/showdocument?id=10536
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Currently DPR staff are working with Planning staff on developing an open space plan for
downtown Durham and Durham urban areas.
3.5 DPR Strategic Plan
DPR adopted a Strategic Plan for the department in February, 2012, outlining how the
department will achieve its missions and goals. Following are the objectives that were
developed and adopted by the department staff and approved by the City Manager. Several of
these have been completed, some were completed with the survey work for this Parks and
Recreation Master Plan, and some are recommendations that are echoed by this Master Plan
and are still to be accomplished.
Increase connectivity of programs and facilities with customers and partners
Improve and expand operations standards / management plan
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Evaluate and improve program and service plan
Operate based on the Commission of Accreditation for Parks and Recreation Agencies
(CAPRA) standards
Assess and reallocate departmental resources as needed
Improve communication and cooperation within DPR and with other City departments
Develop a depreciation and replacement schedule for equipment
Develop a maintenance and operations plan for structures
Identify facility use, maintenance, and renovation needs
3.6 DPR Operations Plans
DPR also has operations plans for specific elements of its work, designed to direct the ongoing
business of the department towards achieving the larger goals of the Master Plan and the
Strategic Plan. For example, the Master Plan recommends that environmental conservation be
a goal of park site development and site renovation. The departmental Natural Resources
Management Plan outlines more specifically how that is to be accomplished, with targets set
for number of linear feet of stream buffer preserved or re-created in cooperation with Storm
Water Services and number of new trees planted in cooperation with Urban Forestry.
Active operations Plans in the department in January, 2013, include the following:
Historic Resources Management Plan
Natural Resources Management Plan
Marketing and Communications Plan
Recreation Programming Plan
Maintenance and Operations Plan
Safety and Health Plan / Risk Management Plan
Parks and Recreation Fleet Inventory / Maintenance Schedule
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CHAPTER FOUR: FACILITIES PLAN
This section on the City’s physical recreation facilities is a key element of the Master Plan. Its
purpose is describing the structure, priorities, and actions that are required for the City of
Durham to maintain, improve, and expand its system of parks, trails, and recreation centers
throughout the community in the coming decade. Community input, technical data, and the
three key concepts developed by the Steering Committee are the driving forces behind the
recommendations of this section. Because the maintenance of facilities is such a critical
element of this whole plan, more complete and detailed recommendations on facility standards
will be discussed separately in Chapter Six.
The Durham parks and recreation system contains 68 parks, ranging from the smallest at 0.44
acres (Drew Granby Park) to the largest at 381.8 acres (West Point on the Eno Park). DPR also
operates 12 recreation centers; the smaller neighborhood centers average 3000 square feet
and the larger community centers range from 25,000 square feet (Weaver St.) to 90,000 square
feet (Holton Center). The system includes greenway trails as well, soon to be at 30 miles of trail
when the southern portion of the American Tobacco Trail is opened early in 2013. Finally, there
are six “special use” facilities under the department’s management, including the Armory, the
CCB Plaza, the Clubhouse at Forest Hills, Spruce Pine
Lodge, the Holly Grove campsite, and the downtown
DPR Administrative Office. The system serves both
City and County residents.
New facilities can be funded by the City’s regular
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) budget; or
periodically as the need and resources are available,
the City may issue a General Obligation bond to
secure the necessary funding for a facility that can
cost millions of dollars. In recent years, the City
has been working to move the backlog of some
years of deferred maintenance costs out of the
capital project stream into a fund dedicated only
to deferred maintenance.
Given the high cost of those maintenance needs, however, catching up to those estimations
with less than a million dollars a year for all City facilities will likely be a long process. However,
since park renovation funding has to compete with needed repairs for leaky building roofs or
buckling street pavement, it is worth considering a deferred maintenance fund strictly for park
assets, even if that fund is smaller than a fund encompassing other City structures—though
recreation professionals can attest to the fact that a ball field is in fact a very expensive
structure.
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4.1 Neighborhood Parks
Neighborhood parks are parks of five acres or smaller which serve primarily the residents of the
neighborhood in which they are located. This type park is one of several kinds identified by the
National Recreation and Park Association, and each serves a different function within the
community. Three parks included in this “neighborhood park” category are larger than five
acres, but they still function as neighborhood parks. Most of these parks have no or limited
parking associated with them, as the original intent was to serve “walk-in” users living within a
half-mile or so of the park. The land for several of them, in fact, was given to the City by a
developer as part of the development of the neighborhood in which they are located. As might
be expected, there is a wide range of differences in these neighborhood parks—not only in
what they contain as amenities but also in their appearance and usage.
Park Name
American Village Park
Bay-Hargrove Park
Belmont Park
Birchwood Park
Burch Avenue Park
Carroll Street Park
Durham Central Park
Drew / Granby Park
Edgemont Park
Grant St. Park
Holt School Road Park
Indian Trail Park
Lakeview Park
Maplewood Park
Oakwood Park
Old North Durham Park
Orchard Park
Oval Drive Park
Rocky Creek Park
Shady Oaks Park
Trinity Park
Unity Village Park
Westover Park
White Oak Park

Address
4703 American Dr.
208 Hargrove St.
2207 Sovereign St.
3105 Hursey St.
816 Burch Ave.
815 Carroll St.
502 Foster St.
1100 Drew St.
205 S. Elm St.
918 Linwood Ave.
4102 Holt School Rd.
1701 Albany St.
3500 Dearborn Dr.
1530 Chapel Hill Rd.
411 Holloway St.
310 W. Geer St.
1000 S. Duke St.
2200 W. Club Blvd.
1014 N. Elizabeth St.
2400 Nebo St.
410 Watts St.
2011 Matilene St.
1900 Maryland Ave.
2504 Dallas St.

Acres
4.2
0.59
0.49
4.9
0.57
0.79
5.2
0.44
0.77
5.48
4.69
8.5
5.87
5.4
1.2
3.58
7.39
3.44
1.37
1.4
0.69
3.7
1.8
1.2
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Nine of these neighborhood parks were studied in the February, 2011, DPR examination of
underutilized facilities. They were included in this study category because the City had no
existing information on use numbers for these sites. For each of those parks, staff collected
user counts (using the nationally-recognized SOPARC methodology: System for Observing Play
and Recreation in Communities), operations costs, vehicle counts (when applicable), history of
citizen involvement, police reports, deed information, and proximity of other City park facilities.
Those nine parks are Unity Village, Shady Oaks, Grant St., White Oak, Carroll St., Oakwood,
Drew-Granby, Rocky Creek, Birchwood, Belmont, and Lakeview.
While different situations are involved in each of these sites—some have one or more deed
encumbrances which define allowable uses, one seems to have very recently been “discovered”
by a new user group, and at least one with low user numbers has since been adopted by a
residents’ group—there are factors that show up repeatedly. Often these underutilized parks
are difficult to recognize as parks, with low visibility from adjacent roadways. Users may feel
hidden from any surrounding “eyes on the park,” and some of these secluded spaces happen to
be in neighborhoods where residents are more troubled by crime issues. Several parks have a
significant portion of their acreage in flood plain and so are not suitable for much development.
In some areas, demographics have changed; as surrounding residents
get older, playgrounds are not as desired a park feature as they once
In 2012, Durham Central
Park received $57,270 in
were. A few of these parks have outdated or vandalized amenities—
total financial
though whether that is a cause or an effect of neighborhood
contributions plus (at a
disengagement is difficult to say.
conservative estimate)
about 4000 volunteer
hours

It is clear, however, that the most highly used of the neighborhood
parks are those strongly supported by the surrounding community.
The neighbors volunteer time, and in some cases even funds, to
enhance the park with flowers or benches or fresh paint. Regular park users can expect to find
the same neighbors enjoying the park day after day. The neighborhood will occasionally hold an
event that specifically includes the park.
Durham Central Park stands out in this
respect as a “neighborhood” park for
downtown residents that has re-defined
itself as a City-wide park because of its
widespread community involvement, its
dedicated volunteers, and its regularly
scheduled events.
These small parks do cost the City more
per acre to maintain than do larger parks;
the cost of crew travel time and
equipment mobilization time is the same
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whether staff is mowing one acre or 20 acres. However, neighborhood parks when they are
successful can provide recreation and open space access to a wide range of residents including
the very young and those with limited transportation. They can increase also help to increase
community cohesion and can add both aesthetic and increased property value to a
neighborhood.
Recommendations:
City staff should schedule community
meetings with residents in the
neighborhoods of each of these
neighborhood parks to begin a
discussion on residents’ expectations
and concerns about these sites. It is
not realistic to expect that funding for
major upgrades will be readily
available, but maintenance and
landscaping issues can potentially be
addressed by DPR and GSD staff; and some funding could be available to support
volunteer efforts.
Representatives from more heavily-used parks could be recruited to partner with
residents from neighborhoods surrounding the less utilized parks to share ideas
about re-integrating the park into the community. DPR staff can assist as well
with organizing a neighborhood “event” to focus attention on a park site.
4.2 Community Parks
Community parks are generally between five and twenty-five acres and serve an area larger
than a specific neighborhood but still smaller than the entire City. All but two of the parks
listed on page 60 do have parking associated with them (and those two have on-street parking),
as the intent is to serve not only walk-in users who live within a half-mile of the park but also
those who drive in from several miles away. As might be expected, there is also a wide range of
differences in these community parks—again, not only in what they contain as amenities but
also in their appearance and usage. This category is not simple; some of the parks in this list
still do serve a significant function as a single neighborhood park, such as Rockwood Park or
Indian Trail Park, while others with special features serve a much larger area, such as C. M.
Herndon Park or Duke Park. A park associated with a recreation center, such as Campus Hills
Park, can also expect use from a wider area of the community.
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Park Name
Bethesda Park
Burton Park
C. M. Herndon Park
C. R. Wood Park
Campus Hills Park
Cook Road Park
Cornwallis Road Park
Crest Street Park
Duke Park
East Durham Park
East End Park
Elmira Avenue Park
Garrett Road Park
Hillside Park
Indian Trail Park
Long Meadow Park
Lyon Park
Morreene Road Park
Old Chapel Hill Road Park
Old Farm Road Park
Red Maple Park
Rockwood Park
Sherwood Park
Solite Park
Walltown Park
Weaver Street Park
Whippoorwill Park
Wrightwood Park

Address
1814 Stage Rd.
1100 Sima Ave.
511 Scott King Rd.
417 Commonwealth Ave.
2000 S. Alston Ave.
602 Cook Rd.
2830 Wade Rd.
2503 Crest St.
106 W. Knox St.
2500 E. Main St.
1200 N. Alston Ave.
540 Elmira Ave.
6815 Garrett Rd.
1301 S. Roxboro St.
1701 Albany St.
917 Liberty St.
1200 W. Lakewood Ave.
1102 Morreene Rd.
3751 SW Durham Dr.
7 Hedgerow Pl.
3320 Hinson Dr.
2310 Whitley Dr.
2325 Cheek Rd.
4704 Fayetteville Rd.
1308 W. Club Blvd.
3000 E. Weaver St.
1632 Rowemont Dr.
1301 Anderson St.

Acres
20.45
10.34
25.18
17.4
28.6
8.11
19.97
6.83
17.24
9.01
9.46
11.86
7.64
13.82
8.5
15.58
12.23
11.96
23.7
13.39
11.13
12.23
15.1
11.35
6.69
7.5
25.27
12.85

Many of these sites are older parks, developed when the standard for a city park was some
combination of picnic area plus playground plus athletic facility. Community residents gathered
for pick-up basketball or baseball games or met their neighbors for regular weekend tennis.
Family or church groups scheduled summer picnics as social gatherings. Thus, fourteen of
these parks have a single baseball/softball field, with no grass infield and with foul lines at
around 250 feet, and most fields do not have lights. Seventeen have basketball courts, though
two are half courts only. Eight have tennis courts. None of the older parks has a soccer field,
though some ball fields are now being used for soccer.
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However, park uses have changed
over time. Few users play weekend
or summer pick-up games of baseball
or softball; and these older fields are
now being pressed into service as
practice fields or, when possible, as
game fields for league teams.
Outfields are being repurposed by
users as soccer fields. Fields with
lights (such as Hillside, Long
Meadow, and Whippoorwill) are in
demand, and lighting is being added
to other fields and to basketball and
tennis courts as possible to serve the
most-requested late afternoon and
evening usage times. Noting that both the EPA and Smart Growth America are pointing to infill
development as a significant trend in many urban areas, including Durham, keeping these older
parks with their central locations in good repair and investing in updating their facilities
responds to the concept of optimizing our current facilities.

Herndon Park and Old Chapel Hill Rd. Park, two of the newer parks on this list, were designed to
serve primarily athletic field users; their fields are reserved for whole league seasons, months in
advance. The newest park on the list—Bethesda Park—features covered and lighted tennis and
basketball courts and is heavily used. Both older parks and some of the City’s newer parks are
being retrofitted with new recreational uses. Bethesda Park was built with a disc golf course,
and a course was added into Cornwallis Rd. Park and Valley Springs Park. Bethesda Park also
houses the City’s high ropes challenge course. Solite Park has a mountain bike pump track,
Sherwood Park now has a futsal court, and Cook Rd. Park has a sand volleyball court. A menu
of different uses – not only traditional athletics but also individual active uses like bouldering or
skateboarding—needs to be considered in the design plans for every new and renovated park
site.
This size park—15 to 25 acres—will likely continue to be the workhorse of the City’s park
system. It is large enough to hold several desired uses, including parking, but small enough not
to overwhelm a surrounding neighborhood. Many of these sites already have good
connectivity to surrounding areas by trails or sidewalks, and in older neighborhoods these
connections are often easier to increase. Connecting parks with surrounding users is a specific
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goal of the City’s and the department’s Strategic Plans. Making Connections is also one of this
master plan’s core principles.
Recommendations:
Continue to upgrade older parks, especially the athletic facilities, with fencing, lighting,
and re-surfacing, and upgrade the playgrounds with safety surfacing and new
equipment. Include active individual use facilities, such as climbing/bouldering areas,
biking and skateboarding areas, and exercise areas, as feasible. Schedule meetings with
stakeholders as a part of any renovation planning.
When possible, develop new parks of this size or retrofit older ones to have athletic
facilities adequate for league play and adult play – that is, extend outfields, add lighting,
and include at least two fields of a single type at a site. If two fields are not possible,
then construct a field that is multi-purpose to serve both athletic field and ball field
usage. Several parks are serving de facto multiple ball
field/athletic field uses in any case, and these can be
better supported: Crest St. Park, East Durham Park,
East End Park, Lyon Park, Old Farm Park, Sherwood
Park, Walltown Park, Weaver St. Park, and
Whippoorwill Park.
Some of these parks are not serving the numbers of
users that they could serve, even with a location that
has some high density residential areas in proximity:
Burton Park, C. R. Wood Park, Red Maple Park, and
Weaver St. Park. Part of this underuse is a fear of
crime; Red Maple Park, for instance, has both a history
of criminal incidents and low visibility to surrounding neighbors. To be successful, these
parks will need significant renovation and attention, possibly some changes of use or
unique amenities to attract more residents to the site and drive out less desirable uses.
They will also need some increased lighting and police attention.
The City owns two parcels of land in southeast Durham in anticipation of the growth
that is happening in that part of the community. One site is more suited for passive
use/natural area development (33 acres at 6352 Kinnard Rd.); the site other of 20 acres
at 2002 Coley Rd. should be developed in the near future after soliciting resident input
and considering the suggestions in the second recommendation above.
Both northern Durham and southern Durham could each use an additional community
park site, given recent population growth and annexations. The Snow Hill Rd. site has
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been partially developed with athletic fields in a joint venture with DPS’s Lucas Middle
School; it would not take much work to convert the west side into a full-service park.
The City does not currently have any land in southern Durham (an area south of I-40 and
west of NC 55) that can function as a community park to relieve the over-capacity usage
at C. M. Herndon Park, but acquisition in that area should be a priority in the near
future.
4.3 Regional Parks
Larger regional parks are generally unique in what they offer to the users. Forest Hills and Rock
Quarry, for instance, have large open spaces in a central Durham location, thus are sites
favored for events. Piney Wood, Southern Boundaries, and Valley Springs are built out as
athletic spaces and are completely rented out during sports seasons. West Point and Leigh
Farm contain National Register historic buildings and large areas of natural open space. Twin
Lakes was just recently increased with a 23.34 acre addition for future development.
Park
Forest Hills Park
Lake Michie Recreation Area
Leigh Farm Park
Little River Fishing Facility
Northgate Park
Piney Wood Park
River Forest Park
Rock Quarry Park
Sandy Creek Park
Snow Hill Rd. Park
Southern Boundaries Park
Twin Lakes Park
Valley Springs Park
West Point On The Eno

Address
1639 University Dr.
2802 Bahama Rd.
370 Leigh Farm Rd.
1500 Orange Factory Rd.
300 W. Club Blvd.
400 E. Woodcroft Pkwy.
1000 Windermere Dr.
701 Stadium Dr.
3510 Sandy Creek Rd.
619 Snow Hill Rd.
100 Third Fork Dr.
439 Chandler Rd.
3805 Valley Springs Rd.
5101 N. Roxboro Rd.

Acres
45.86
65.4
96.1
9.2
30.35
39.47
67.65
46.1
101.74
117
29.7
73.14
50.36
381.8

Recommendations:
Forest Hills Park, Northgate Park, Sandy Creek Park, and River Forest Park have
substantial flood plain areas, and so current developed areas with impervious surfaces
are often as much as these sites can expect in development. Some minor changes are
possible—like the installation of the natural surface Mountains-to-Sea trail connection
in River Forest Park, more passive recreation elements in Sandy Creek Park, or a relocation of a play structure in Northgate Park—but major changes to any of these sites
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are unlikely. However, because the large in-town parks are so heavily used, renovations
should be an ongoing priority.
The recreation facilities at Lake Michie and Little River are secondary uses to the lakes’
purpose as City reservoirs. But those recreation uses are getting more and more
popular with residents, and some additional uses can be developed without impinging
on water quality: more miles of natural surface trails in both areas, increased
recreational (in addition to fishing) boating use, and improvements to the campgrounds
associated with Lake Michie/Spruce Pine Lodge (21% of the residents in the PARCS
survey selected the lakes as one of the top three most important facilities).

Leigh Farm Park and West Point on the Eno Park both contain National Register historic
sites. Both sites have had (or are having in 2013) some restoration and renovation work
done on the buildings on site. More needs to be done, with additional restoration at
West Point on the Mill and the Mangum Photography Museum, and upfits to the main
buildings at Leigh Farm to make them suitable for visitor use more than just for viewing.
Both parks also contain some significant natural areas that can be better accessed:
West Point’s trails need repairs and Leigh Farm’s need to be expanded. Both systems
would benefit from improved signage for wayfinding and education.
Piney Wood Park and Valley Springs
Park are built out with athletic
facilities. Space at Piney Wood was
committed to the City’s first dog
park and at Valley Springs to a disc
golf course. Both sites are heavily
used for athletics, so fields and
support amenities (such as rest room
facilities) should receive a high level
of maintenance. The tennis courts at
Piney Wood are in poor shape and
need to be re-surfaced when funding
becomes available.
Possibilities for additional athletic facilities exist at Rock Quarry Park, Twin Lakes Park,
and possibly Southern Boundaries Park. Twin Lakes is the best option because it is the
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most developable and has the least conflict with surrounding uses: on the additional 24
acres just acquired adjacent to the existing soccer field at that park, another three to
four fields with associated parking is possible. Rock Quarry could support another adult
size soccer or baseball field, but that site is also very useful as an “event” site for DPR,
given its accessible location and lack of close-by residences; any field development there
should be done such that the site remains useful for multiple purposes. Southern
Boundaries is in a similar situation, with both a possible athletic facility addition and
possible use as an event space.
Snow Hill Rd. Park site is still in development. The City holds 120 acres there in total, on
both sides and in front of Lucas Middle School. DPS has partnered with the City to
develop four fields (two ball fields and two athletic fields) on the western portion of the
City’s property and will shares use with the City. The fields have been constructed at this
point (2013) and the school is open, but the site lacks user amenities such as parking
and restrooms. However, a small investment could turn the site into an excellent
community park with an athletic facility. Currently, the eastern portion is undeveloped,
but the shared access road and utility stub-outs make it a good future site.
There were questions in the PARCS survey, on the MindMixer website, and in discussions at the
community meetings about whether the City should in the future prioritize funding for large
regional parks or smaller community and neighborhood parks. As discussed, the responses by
the residents were split, with about half opting for a large park with a lot of amenities and the
other half preferring smaller parks close to neighborhoods. Drilling down into the data shows
not just a preference for a particular park size itself but rather for specific facilities: a soccer,
baseball, or softball complex; a water play park; a venue for track and field. It will require
more research to determine whether or not this stated preference reflects an ongoing
frustration with the City’s shortage of facilities in these activities (which additional fields as
above could remedy) or a real desire for a tournament-level facility. And a market study could
determine whether or not the City could feasibly support, for instance, a multi-field sports
complex or a water park.
4.4 Recreation Centers
DPR manages 12 recreation centers, with a range of space from 3000 square feet to 90,000
square feet. Currently three of the smaller centers are leased to non-profit agencies offering
community services, and two are being used by DPR for additional agency space for storage and
offices.
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Community Family Life and Recreation
Center at Lyon Park

1309 Halley St.
Adjacent to Lyon Park
Space leased from Calvary Ministries
Edison Johnson Recreation and Aquatic Center 500 W. Murray Ave.
Adjacent to Rock Quarry Park
Holton Career and Resource Center
401 N. Driver St.
Shared with DPS and Duke Med
I. R. Holmes Sr. Recreation Center
2000 S. Alston Ave.
Adjacent to Campus Hills Park
Walltown Park Recreation Center
1308 W. Club Blvd.
Adjacent to Walltown Park
Weaver Street Recreation Center
3000 E. Weaver St.
Adjacent to Weaver St. Park (DHA)
W. D. Hill Recreation Center
1308 Fayetteville St.
Adjacent to Hillside Park
East Durham Recreation Center
2615 Harvard Ave.
Adjacent to East Durham Park
Currently leased to non-profit
E. D. Mickle Center
1200 N. Alston Ave.
Adjacent to East End Park
Currently used by DPR for storage
Morreene Road Center
1102 Morreene Rd.
Adjacent to Morreene Rd. Park
Currently used by DPR for office space
T. A. Grady Recreation Center
531 Lakeland St.
Adjacent to Burton Park
Currently leased to non-profit
W. I. Patterson Recreation Center
2614 Crest St.
Adjacent to Crest St. Park
Currently leased to non-profit
Data from the PARCS survey show that the community splits 53% to 47% preferring “larger
regional centers with more amenities” over “small neighborhood centers closer to your home.”
Again, drilling down suggests that the one feature that most attracts users to smaller centers is
a “community meeting room” which is rated as “somewhat important,” “very important,” or
“essential” by 90% of the respondents. That feature can likely be found or developed in a
community by the City in partnership with a school, a church, or even a private organization
more economically than sustaining a small center primarily for that use. In fact, the five centers
noted in the list above as already having alternative uses, either by DPR itself or by community
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non-profits, were demonstrating by their poor attendance numbers that they were no longer
serving a significant community need.
Most desired in a recreation center, according to the survey, was a fitness/training facility with
a walking track (33%), an indoor recreation pool (30%) and a gymnasium (14%). And,
demonstrating that they are consistent in these choices, respondents selected as their desired
choice of new services, first “increased number of fitness/sports facilities available” (31%),
second “expanded aquatic facilities (15%), and third “increased frequency and variety of health
and personal enrichment programs” (9%).

Large centers, showing a typical 2-mile service area

Recommendations:
Only a large recreation center can provide these types or this variety of services, so any
new recreation center constructed in Durham needs to be large enough to offer as
many of these as possible and even to incorporate programs mentioned frequently in
other venues than the survey (such as the MindMixer site) like a climbing wall or a
spinning class. Given the residents’ split choice over an indoor and an outdoor pool, a
new center should offer an aquatic facility that can serve both functions (60% of
respondents in PARCS picked some type of indoor pool as “essential” in a new
recreation center; 57% ranked an outdoor pool as “essential” or “very important.”)
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Based on the clustering of the existing large centers and their service areas in Durham
towards the middle of the community, the City Council has recommended that the next
new centers should be built in the southern and the northern parts of the City. While
the City-owned property on Snow Hill Rd. could potentially serve as a location for a
northern center, the City holds no land in southern Durham that would serve that
purpose. Acquisition of property in southern Durham should be priority.
4.5 Special Use Facilities
DPR manages several unique special use facilities. Only one of these is associated with a park,
but these facilities are managed primarily for recreational uses. The Armory and CCB Plaza are
located downtown, as is the main DPR Administrative office. The Forest Hills Clubhouse is
located in Forest Hills Park. Spruce Pine Lodge and the adjacent single-site and group-site
campgrounds are parts of the larger Lake Michie Recreation Area.
The Armory
CCB Plaza
Forest Hills Clubhouse
Spruce Pine Lodge
Holly Grove camp site
DPR Administrative Office

212 Foster St.
201 N. Corcoran St.
1639 University Dr.
2235 Bahama Rd.
Archery Range Rd.
400 Cleveland St.

Special use facilities, and specifically the Armory and Spruce Pine Lodge, were called out in the
PARCS survey as being of “high importance” but “lower in quality”—that is, they were selected
by more than 12% of respondents as one of the top three most important of DPR facilities but
63% or fewer rated them as “excellent” or “good” in quality. Spruce Pine Lodge (a potential
National Register building constructed in the 1930’s) did receive some extensive renovations in
this last year, and both the buildings and grounds are in much better shape. However, the
entry roadway continues to deteriorate badly. The Armory has received bits and pieces of
renovations for years, and more specific repairs are scheduled for the 2013 year, but that site (a
National Register building constructed in 1935) still needs some significant investment.
Forest Hills Clubhouse (a National Register
site originally constructed in 1928)
received extensive renovations in 201112, done with a care for historical
authenticity. It is in good shape currently,
but typically old buildings do require
upkeep more often than newer structures.
The DPR Administrative office is the repurposed Public Service natural gas
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building, shared currently with a portion of the Human Resources staff. The site is slated for
some accessibility-oriented upfits in spring of 2013.
There are two campsites associated with Lake Michie and Spruce Pine Lodge: individual
camping sites are accessed off the Lodge parking lot, and a group camp site is accessed off
Archery Range Rd. across Bahama Rd. from the Lodge. Both of those campsites are primitive
sites. Minor upfitting would make them more environmentally sustainable and more userfriendly: new composting toilets to replace the current pit toilets, and tent pads or even
Adirondack-style open cabins to replace the current natural surface tent sites.
Recommendations:
All of these sites, except the Administration Building, are revenue generating sites for
the City. Several are National Register historic sites, currently or potentially.
Maintenance for these sites needs to be regularly funded and performed by contractors
experienced in historic work.
A small amount of funding put into upfitting the Holly Grove campsites would likely
result in higher use of these sites (by the public and by DPR programming staff) and
would bring in additional rental revenues.
An outdoor amphitheater and a sports complex were both identified as desired new
facilities by many respondents in the survey. The City should fund a feasibility study to
determine whether either facility would be successful in Durham.
4.6 Greenway Trails
The following list of existing and planned greenways is taken from the 2012 Durham Trails and
Greenways Master Plan.

Trail

Location

Type
Paved: P
Improved: I
Natural Surface:
NS
Sidewalk: S

Status

Trail Length

North-South Greenway
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1. Warren Creek
Trail

Whippoorwill
Park to West
Point on the Eno
(trail may be
natural surface if
located in an
environmentally
sensitive area
and paved or
improved
surface where
needed for bike
access.
2. Stadium Drive Broad Street to
Trail
Whippoorwill
Park
3. Crystal Lake
Carver Street to
Trail
Warren Creek
Trail
4. Ellerbee Creek Olympic Avenue
Trail
to West Club
Boulevard
(contains Bronto
Trail section)
5. South Ellerbee West Trinity
Creek Trail
Avenue to West
Club Boulevard
6. West Club
Washington
Boulevard Trail
Street to
Ellerbee Creek
Trail
7. North
West Club
Ellerbee Creek
Boulevard to
Trail
Glenn Road,
connection to
MST Trail
8. West Ellerbee Hillandale Road
Creek Trail
to Stadium Drive

P or NS,
depending upon
the location

Complete from
Whippoorwill
Park to Horton
Road; future
project for
Horton Road to
West Point on
the Eno

1.9 Miles

S

Complete

1.9 Miles

S, P

Future Project

1.9 Miles

P

Complete

1.2 Miles

P

Complete

1.4 Miles

S

Complete

0.3 Miles

NS, I

Future Project

4.6 Miles

P

1.9 Miles

8. Duke Park
Trail

P

Complete from
Albany Drive to
Guess Road
Complete

Duke Park
(Acadia Street)

0.3 Miles
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to Washington
Street
9. Downtown
American
Trail
Tobacco
Trailhead to
West Trinity
Avenue
10. Duke Beltline Goose Creek
Trail to Chapel
Hill Street
13. Third Fork
East Forest Hills
Creek Trail
Boulevard to NC
54 south of
Garrett Road
Park – shared
route with ATT
north of MLK Jr.
Parkway
14. Forest Hills
Third Fork Creek
Trail
Trail to Lyon
Park
15. Rockwood
Third Fork Creek
Trail
Trail to Ward
Street
16. Third Fork
Fayetteville
Creek Tributary
Road to Third
Trail
Fork Creek Trail
Subtotal
American Tobacco Greenway
17. American
NC 147 to NC 54
Tobacco Trail
(Phases A-D)
18. Riddle Road American
Spur
Tobacco Trail to
Briggs Avenue
19. ATT
Third Fork Creek
Connector
Trail to
American
Tobacco Trail

S, P

Complete

0.9 Miles

S and Rail Trail

Acquisition
under
negotiation
Phase 1,
Southern
Boundaries Park
to Garrett Road
Park complete
(P)

2.8 Miles

P

Future Project

0.9 Miles

P

Future Project

1.2 Miles

P

Future Project

0.8 Miles

P, NS

7.0 Miles

29.0 Miles
Rail Trail, P

Complete

6.6 Miles

Rail Trail, P

Complete

1.5 Miles

S, P

Future Project

0.8 Miles
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20. American
Tobacco Trail,
Phase E
(including I-40
Bridge)
21. Eagle Spur
Trail

NC 54 to
Rail Trail, P
Chatham County

Anticipated
completion in
July 2013

4.1 Miles

American
Tobacco Trail at
Stagecoach Rd.
to the Durham
County Line

Future Project

0.4 Miles

Subtotal
New Hope Creek Greenway
22. New Hope
Durham-Orange
Creek Trail
County line to
Leigh Farm Park
and NC 54
23. New Hope
Loop trail
Creek Preserve
adjacent to
Trail
Githens Middle
School and Old
Chapel Hill Road
Park
24. Sandy Creek Cornwallis Road
Trail
to Sandy Creek
Park, Sandy
Creek Park to
Garrett Road
connector
25. Dry Creek
New Hope Creek
Trail
to DurhamOrange County
line (connecting
to Chapel Hill
Dry Creek Trail)
26. Mud Creek
Cornwallis Road
Trail
to New Hope
Creek Trail
27. Sandy Creek- Sandy Creek to
Mud Creek
Mud Creek
Connector

Rail Trail, I

13.4 Miles
NS

Future Project

6.0 Miles

NS

Complete

2.0 Miles

P, NS

Complete from
Sandy Creek
Park to Pickett
Road

2.0 Miles

NS

Future Project

1.2 Miles

NS

Future Project

3.7 Miles

S, NS

Future Project

1.3 Miles
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28. Long Branch
Creek Trail
29. New HopeThird Fork
Connector
30. Little Creek
Connector

New Hope Creek NS
Trail to Old
Chapel Hill Road
New Hope Creek S
Trail to Third
Fork Creek Trail
Old Chapel Hill
S
Road to
Meadowmont
Drive

Subtotal
Little Lick Creek Greenway
31. Chunky Pipe Cheek Road to
Creek Trail
Fletchers Chapel
Road
32. Twin Lakes
Twin Lakes Park
Trail
to Little Lick
Creek Trail
33. Birchwood
NC 98 at
Trail
Junction Road to
Mineral Springs
Road
34. Little Lick
Pleasant Drive
Creek Trail
to Birchwood
Trail
35. Oak Grove
NC 98 to Holder
Trail
Road
36. Panther
Junction Road to
Creek Rail Trail
Redwood Road
37. GeerEast Geer Street
Panther Creek
to Junction Road
Rail Trail
Connector
38. Southern
Twin Lakes Park
High School
to Chunky Pipe
Connector
Creek Trail
39. Cheek Road- Panther Creek
NC 98 Power
Rail Trail to Lick
Line Trail
Creek Trail
Subtotal
Lick Creek Greenway

Future Project

0.8 Miles

Future Project

0.7 Miles

Future Project

2.8 Miles

20.5 Miles
P

Future Project

2.3 Miles

P

Future Project

1.3 Miles

P

Future Project

2.7 Miles

P

Future Project

1.1 Miles

P

Future Project

1.5 Miles

Rail Trail, I

Future Project

4.8 Miles

S

Future Project

2.0 Miles

S

Future Project

1.0 Miles

P, I

Future Project

4.1 Miles

20.8 Miles
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40. Lick Creek
Trail

41. Lick Creek
Tributary Trail

42. GloverAngier
Connector
43. Martin
Branch Creek
Trail
45. Brier Creek
Trail West
46. Brier Creek
Trail East

Mineral Springs
Road to Corps
land east of
Kemp Road
Northern
Durham
Parkway to Lick
Creek Trail
Angier Avenue
to Glover Road

P

Future Project

5.2 Miles

P

Future Project

1.6 Miles

P

Future Project

0.5 Miles

Kemp Road to
P
Carpenter Pond
Road
Leesville Road to P
Wake County
Brier Creek Trail
Brier Creek Trail P
West to Leesville
Road

Future Project

2.6 Miles

Future Project

1.6 Miles

Future Project

1.1 Miles

Subtotal
Pearsontown-Rocky Creek Greenway
47. Pearsontown Elmira Avenue
P, S
Trail
Park to Hayti
Heritage Center
48. Rocky Creek
Trail

49. Campus Hills
Trail
50. Burton Park
Trail

51. Bryant
Bridge Trail

American
Tobacco Trail to
NC 55,with
connector to
Briggs Avenue
NC 55 to Riddle
Road
Rocky Creek
Trail to Bacon
Street (NC 147
vicinity)
Burton Creek
Trail to Alston
Avenue via
Bryant Bridge

12.6 Miles
Complete from
Elmira Avenue
Park to
NCCU(P,S)
Complete from
ATT to NC 55(P)

2.1 Miles

I

Future Project

1.2 Miles

I

Future Project

1.2 Miles

S

Future Project

1.0 Miles

P, NS

1.0 Miles
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with connectors
to the north and
west downtown
trail
Subtotal
Roxboro Rail-Trail Greenway
52. Roxboro Rail Durham-Person
Trail
County line to
Goose Creek
Trail
53. Goose Creek Liberty Street to
Trail, West
the Roxboro Rail
Trail with
connectors to
the Bryant
Bridge Trail via
Alston Avenue
and the
neighborhood
54. Goose Creek Roxboro Rail
Trail, East
Trail to South
Miami
Boulevard
Subtotal
Little River Greenway
55. Cain Creek
Guess Road to
Trail North
St. Mary’s Road
56. Cain Creek
Hardwood Lane
Trail East
to Kelvin Drive
57. Cain Creek
Dunnegan Road,
Sidewalk Trail
St. Mary’s Road,
Connector
Redpine Road,
and Hardwood
Lane
58. Seven Mile
Tavistock Road
Creek Trail
to DurhamOrange County
line
59. Craig Road
Bivins Road to
Street
Seven Mile
Connector
Creek Trail

6.5 Miles
Rail Trail, I

Future Project

17.7 Miles

P, S

Future Project

1.3 Miles

P

Future Project

1.6 Miles

20.6 Miles
P

Future Project

1.2 Miles

P

Future Project

2.0 Miles

S

Future Project

1.2 Miles

P

Future Project

1.0 Miles

S

Future Project

0.4 Miles
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60. Quail Roost
Trail

Hopkins Road to
Quail Roost
Road

Subtotal
Eno River Greenway
61. Croasdaile
Stoney Brook
Trail
Drive to
Hillandale Road
62. Croasdaile
West Carver
Sidewalk Trail
Street to
Croasdaile Farm
Parkway
63. Cub Creek
Duke Lane to
Trail
Eno River
64. Cub Creek
Olympic Avenue,
Sidewalk Trail
North Roxboro
Street, and East
Carver Street
65. Cabin Branch Smith Drive to
Creek Trail
Northern
Athletic Park
66. Crooked Run West Point on
Creek Trail
the Eno to Guess
Road at Milton
Road
67. Willow Pond Winkler Road to
Trail
Crooked Run
Creek Trail
68. Carrington
Crooked Run
School Trail
Creek Trail to
Roxboro Road
69. Nancy
Bracada Drive to
Rhodes Creek
Rivermont Road
Trail
and Valley
Springs Park
Subtotal
Northeast Creek Greenway
70. Northeast
NC 54 to County
Creek Trail
Wastewater
Treatment Plan

P

Future Project

0.7 Miles

6.5 Miles
P

Future Project

0.6 Miles

S

Future Project

0.4 Miles

I

Future Project

2.5 Miles

S

Future Project

1.4 Miles

P

Future Project

2.7 Miles

P

Future Project

4.2 Miles

P

Future Project

0.9 Miles

S

Future Project

0.7 Miles

I

Future Project

1.1 Miles

14.5 Miles
NS

Future Project

2.3 Miles
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71. Piney Woods American
Trail
Tobacco Trail to
Northeast Creek
72. North Prong Riddle Road to
Creek Trail
Northeast
Creek-American
Tobacco Trail
Connector
73. Burdens
Trail to South
Creek Trail
Alston Avenue
74.Copper Creek Forest Ridge
Trail
Drive to
Northeast
Creek-American
Tobacco Trail
Connector
75. Parkwood
Meredith Drive
Trail
to Euclid Road
Subtotal
Flat River Greenway
76. Flat River
Durham-Person
Trail
County line to
Lake Michie
77. Lake Michie On the north
North Trail
side of Lake
Michie from the
dam to the Flat
River
78. Lake Michie On the south
South Trail
side of Lake
Michie from the
dam to the Flat
River
Subtotal
Trails Not a Part of a Greenway
79. Southwest
NC 54 to Scott
Creek Trail
King Road
80. Herndon
Scott King Road
Creek Trail
to Drive NC 54
81. Page Branch Chin Page Road
Creek Trail
to Bethesda

P

Future Project

2.5 Miles

P

Future Project

3.4 Miles

NS

Future Project

1.1 Miles

P

Future Project

0.7 Miles

P

Future Project

0.5 Miles
10.5 Miles

NS

Future Project

7.1 Miles

NS

Future Project

8.5 Miles

NS

Future Project

6.6 Miles

22.2 Miles
P

Future Project

2.7 Miles

P, S

Future Project

1.1 Miles

P, S

Future Project

4.4 Miles
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82. East Fork
Creek Trail
Subtotal
Total

Elementary
School
Lumley Road to
Page Road

P

Future Project

0.8 Miles
9.0 Miles
186.1 Miles

Table Notes
1. Some of the Greenway Trails could be started as natural surface trails and improved later.
2. Improved surface trails could include granite screenings, for example, as used on the ATT in Wake County. Trails
could also be constructed to AASHTO standards without being completely paved, to facilitate more frequent multimodal use with fewer financial and environmental constraints. Some of the Greenways could be constructed in
this fashion to provide the citizens of Durham with trails sooner and at a lower cost than waiting for full funding of
a paved trail. Projects funded with public money must, however meet federal accessibility standards.
3. The legend for the maps corresponds to the defined trail types in the table.
4. The ability to amend this table in the DTAG plan is essential, especially considering the financial constraints of
trail construction and its process. If Durham is seeking more public-private partnerships for construction of new
trails, then both the status of a trail and its priority ranking needs to be more fluid in order to accommodate citizen
needs and market and construction demands. An amendment to this table may be proposed by DOST, Planning, or
Parks and Recreation; however, any amendment must be approved by the governing boards.
5. Several trail routes in some areas are still being negotiated and may be altered slightly as the trails become
more definitive. They are:
a. The Alston Avenue widening project area, the east-west and north-south connectors to the North East
Central Durham area from the R. Kelly Bryant Bridge, the Goose Creek West section; and
b. The New Hope Creek Master planning area.

That trails and greenways are a priority for the residents of Durham is very clear, from the
MindMixer conversations, from the PARCS survey, and from the community meetings. This
facility scored the highest in both “importance” and “participation” on the survey and was one
of five items ranked above 90% as a “community priority.” Paths and trails got the most
comments and most seconds of any facility suggestion on MindMixer, and suggestions for more
trails kept working their way into almost every one of the site’s discussion topics. Trails were
also the top vote getter for “choice of new facility” from the community meeting Turning Point
votes, receiving 27.5%, 10 points higher than even a new recreation center with a pool.
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Recommendations:
Continue trail corridor acquisition through dedication and, as possible, purchase.
Prioritize trail projects based on the recommendations of the Durham Open Space and
Trails Commission, the Trails and Greenways Master Plan, and complete trail corridors
acquired.
Keep trail construction funding as a high-priority item in the department’s regular
capital project requests.
Work with volunteers to develop natural surface trails in acquired corridors as a
preliminary use to planned later construction of a paved trail. Continue to market the
Adopt-a-Trail program through the department.
Since DPR, Public Works, General Services, and Transportation all have some area of
responsibility for constructed trails, all four departments should work on a trail
evaluation / assessment plan to develop a timetable and cost estimates for future trail
maintenance and trail repairs.

4.7 Benchmark Numbers

This plan does not use the NRPA’s Level of Service numbers because other hard numbers are
more relevant. The key LOS number for the plan is Durham’s place in comparisons with
benchmarked cities with a similar population. Even more telling is the subset within those
benchmarked cities—that is, looking at Durham’s place in comparison with other communities
in this immediate region. That ranking does not represent an abstract number based on an
estimation of facility capacity but a real number representing how other, similar communities
are serving their residents. Those benchmark comparison numbers also resemble the ones
being used in the City’s Strategic Plan dashboard report.
As the report on page 80 illustrates, Durham’s LOS is adequate in this particular set of counted
park elements, though the numbers require some back stories:
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Median score of Durham’s
10 benchmark
score
communities
Dog parks per 100,000 residents
0.6
1.3
Basketball hoops per 10,000 residents
2.3
3.0
Public tennis courts per 10,000 residents
1.8
3.1
Public swimming pools per 100,000 residents
2.1
2.2
Public skateboard parks per 100,000 residents
0.4
0.4
Public playgrounds per 10,000 residents
2.2
2.5
With the City’s three dog parks, Durham is well above the median, as it is also with basketball
hoops and tennis courts. And indeed, even though there are requests in specific areas of the
community for one or the other of these facilities, overall the demand seems to be close to
being satisfied. The City is also above the median, barely, for swimming pools, yet that is a
major resident demand. That number requires a look back at the chart: Chesapeake, VA, on
the coast, provides no public swimming pools; and Rochester, NY, with a limited outdoor
season, offers only two pools. Those pull the median lower, and thus a comparison with cities
around Durham is likely to offer a more accurate number. Unfortunately, these nationally
published benchmark counts do not list a number for athletic fields, but the local counts are
shown below.

Dog parks per 100,000 residents
0.4
Basketball hoops per 10,000 residents
3.0
Public tennis courts per 10,000 residents
4.4
Public swimming pools per 100,000 residents
1.6
Public skateboard parks per 100,000 residents
0
Public playgrounds per 10,000 residents
4.0
Public regulation soccer fields per 10,000 residents 0.63

0.7 0.4 0.5
5.8 1.3 3.7
2.8 4.7 4.0
2.5 3.5 2.5
0.2
0
0.06
2.2 2.0 2.7
na 0.52 na

Durham’s score

Average of the 3

Winston-Salem

Raleigh

Greensboro

The comparison ranking is a bit closer to home when shown against communities in this area:

1.3
3.0
3.1
2.2
0.4
2.5
0.37

Raleigh has more basketball courts, while Durham has more dog parks and skateboard parks.
Durham has more tennis courts than Raleigh, fewer than Greensboro and Winston-Salem. The
differences are not large. What is troubling is that in five of the six counted categories, the
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number of Durham’s facilities falls below the average of the three other communities. The City
has more dog parks, but one of them is maintained on City land by the community in which it is
located—and that land is on the market for development. The City has more skateboard parks
(one), because Greensboro and Winston-Salem have none at all. Raleigh’s soccer fields are
provided by agreement with a private entity (Capital Area Soccer League); Winston-Salem and
Greensboro have access to additional fields through a formal agreement with other parties, so
their actual number of fields available to the public is higher.
The baseline recommendation for facilities in this Master Plan is that Durham should aim to be
at or over the average number for facilities for the surrounding communities in this region.

How many new facilities would it take to move Durham’s numbers to the median? Looking at
just the six types of facilities listed in the chart it would require the following:

Durham’s
current score

Current number of
facility type in Durham

Total number of facility
type needed to equal
average

Dog parks per 100,000 residents
Basketball hoops per 10,000 residents
Public tennis courts per 10,000 residents
Public swimming pools per 100,000 residents
Public skateboard parks per 100,000 residents
Public playgrounds per 10,000 residents
Public regulation soccer fields per 10,000 residents

Average of the 3
NC communities *

Using a 2013 population estimate of 238,000

0.5
3.7
4.0
2.5
0.06
2.7
0.58

1.3
3.0
3.1
2.2
0.4
2.5
0.37

3
74
72
5
1
57
9

--88
95
6
--64
14

* average of two communities for soccer fields
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Recommendation:
Durham should aim to be at or over the average number for facilities for the
surrounding communities in this region.
4.8 Undeveloped Sites
Based on existing and anticipated population growth in Durham, DPR has acquired some
properties in anticipation of building new parks. Two are in southeastern Durham County, one
of the fastest-growing areas in the region. Another is in northern Durham, which has had
limited park development even as its population has grown. The Snow Hill Rd. site has been
partially developed in partnership with Lucas Middle School.

Coley Rd. site
2002 Coley Rd.
20.068 acres Acquired 11/29/07
Kinnard Rd. site
6352 Kinnard Rd.
33.649 acres Acquired 6/13/89
Snow Hill Rd. site 619 Snow Hill Rd.
120.151 acres Acquired 9/8/06
800 Vintage Hill Pkwy.

Snow Hill Rd. site
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Current development on site

As noted earlier, the western portion of City’s property at Snow Hill Rd. has been developed
with four fields by DPS in a joint use project. This site has the potential to be a full-service park
with some additional amenities, and the eastern portion of the site now has an access road and
utility stub-outs. The property at Coley Rd. will become a community park in an area of rapid
growth and little current park service, when funding for development becomes available. The
Kinnard Rd. site has a rugged terrain and limited access that make it more suitable for a passive
use, natural area park.
Recommendation:
The City should acquire additional land in southern Durham (defined as south of I-40
and west of NC 55) as soon as possible and hold it for future development for a
community park in that area. C. M. Herndon Park is at a maximum service level; rentals
for just the ball fields from Mar 1, 2012 through June 30, 2012, for example, show 58
rentals on Field 1 and 56 rentals on Field 2—adding up to a total number of hours of use
well above the recommended level for grass fields.
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Twin Lakes Park, new parcel

Twin Lakes Park, existing

Twin Lakes Park
435 Chandler Rd.

This addition to Twin Lakes Park was discussed earlier in this chapter; it is currently
undeveloped and has no funding allocated for construction.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RECREATION PROGRAMMING PLAN
5.1 Overview and Findings
What makes a community a desirable place to live? What draws people to stake their future in
it? Are communities with more attached residents better off? The poll organization Gallup and
the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
launched the “Soul of the Community” project
in 2008 with these questions in mind. After
interviewing close to 43,000 people in 26
communities over three years, the study has
found that attachment is most closely related
to three main ideas: how accepting a
community is of diversity, its wealth of social
offerings, and its aesthetics. This is not to say
that jobs and housing aren’t important.
Certainly, residents must be able to meet their
basic needs in a community in order to stay.
However, when it comes to forming an
emotional connection with the community,
there are other community factors which may
not be considered when thinking about harder-edged topics such as economic development.
These community factors seem to matter even more than jobs when it comes to attaching
residents to their community.
But even when many residents feel attached to their neighborhoods, can this emotional
connection help fuel local economies? According to the multi-year study by Gallup and the
Knight Foundation, the answer is yes: communities with high levels of attachment actually
have higher local GDP growth.1 Understanding the potential of engaged and attached
residents, cities are looking for affordable ways to increase these feelings.
It is exactly these ideas that parks and recreation development and programming targets; and
the PARCS survey agrees with the Knight report as to how the community responds to
questions surrounding them: 77% consider Durham a good or an excellent place to live, and
84% feel the same about their own neighborhood. For DPR to work to “promote a more
beautiful community” is considered “essential”
or “very important” by 89% of the respondents.
Eighty-two percent feel that it’s important for
DPR to “provide recreational opportunities to
underserved residents.” For DPR to promote
“opportunities to make social connections” is
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deemed important by 69% of the respondents and “opportunities to attend community events”
by 62%.
Attachment to a community is important
and is one product of DPR’s recreation
programming and a critical
recommendation by the Steering
Committee. To the well-known good
results of a healthier lifestyle and better
social connectivity can be added the less
obvious but just as important result of
encouragement of a sense of place. It is
this elusive but critical attachment to the
concept of community that came out in
the community meetings on this plan as
well. At the downtown community
meeting one attendee worried, “We need
to make a concerted effort to attract to
downtown recreation those older
neighborhoods on the edge of
downtown. I think some people are starting to perceive that downtown is no longer for them,
that it’s too expensive.” At the Holton Center meeting, one attendee reminisced, “When I was
growing up I went to the neighborhood park every Sunday with my Dad. It was social, active; it
was a tradition. I think people still want to have time together, but now the kids go to the mall.
We need to build it up so that the community around the park is making the effort to be in the
park. We need more community events in the parks.”
5.2 Program Assessment and Customer Satisfaction
The department conducted a City wide program evaluation in 2005 through the nationally
recognized consultant firm GreenPlay, LLC. At that point in time, the data showed that 16% of
the households in Durham participated in DPR programming (lower than the national
benchmark of 29%). Eighty-eight percent of the participants rated DPR programs as “good” or
“excellent” (higher than the national benchmark of 54%). The main barrier to program usage
was identified as market awareness, with 43% noting that they “do not know what is being
offered.” The option selected by most respondents for spending recreation tax dollars wisely
was to “increase user fees and don’t reduce programs and services” (45%).
DPR launched a five-year recreation program plan in response to these data, undertaking a
strengthening of the After School programs, developing a consistency of programming across
all department sites, creating ongoing evaluations of programs by users, and increasing
programming for sections of the community that might be underserved.
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A key portion of the 2012 PARCS survey was also focused on recreation programming. Results
showed that 64% of the respondents rated the department’s programs as “good” or “excellent”
and 69% rated the department’s overall services in those same categories. Participation in DPR
programming among the respondents ranges from a high of 17% in Theater/Performing Arts
programs to a low of 3% in Martial Arts programs, averaging a bit over 9%. The survey did not
ask the question about a barrier to participation, but that question was asked in the Turning
Point surveys in the community meetings; 37% agreed they would use DPR programming more
“if we knew more about them.”
The City of Durham Resident Survey for 2011 notes that overall, 64% of respondents said they
were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the department’s programs and facilities, an increase of
6% from the 2009 survey. However, only 27% said they had used a DPR program in 2009 and
that fell to 26% in 2011.
While these usage numbers are not high, they
obviously represent the entire range of City
residents—both non-users and regular users of
City recreation programs. Among actual users
of recreation programs, the numbers are good;
user-completed program evaluations from throughout 2012 show much better trends. For
instance, 60% of PlayMore card holders renewed the cards. The department set 75% as a goal
for program evaluations in the “met expectations” and “exceeded expectations” categories;
actual numbers from month to month ranged from 77% to 89%. A goal of 15% set or program
“repeat customers” was exceeded by a 54% repeat registration rate (see Appendix B for the
entire list of evaluations).
Residents who use the programs tend to like them; the issue continues to be that other
residents appear to know little about the programs despite some hard work by staff in creating
new programs and improving the consistency and quality of the program offerings. It still
seems that that “word of mouth” is the route that most people learn about possibilities at DPR
(45% of respondents said they learned that way in 2005; “word of mouth” was cited “always”
or “frequently” as the way they learned about programs by 33% of the respondents in 2012).
Between July, 2012 and February, 2013, DPR offered 2412 opportunities for residents to
participate in programs, in everything from care programs for school-age youth to mature adult
trips to a wide range of athletic leagues—144 different kinds. A listing of the programs offered
is shown on the following pages. Of those 2412 offerings, only 9.4% were cancelled due to
inadequate registration, while 14.3% filled up and had a waiting list.
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Recommendations:
Utilize customer feedback and program evaluation to assess program offerings and
events on a regular basis. Conduct regular program life-cycle review every year to
ensure that an appropriate percentage of programs are in the introduction, take off, and
growth stages (sample of current evaluation data shown in Appendix C.)
The City needs to fund targeted marking to identify what programs would more
successfully serve different age, gender, and ethnic groups.
Identify and begin programming in alternative program spaces—such as parks or private
venues—to take DPR programs out to the community, for both community
enhancement and hands-on marketing. Partner with neighborhood groups to host
events in parks and at centers to introduce programs to the communities and
strengthen community cohesion (21% of community meeting members agreed with this
idea).
Work with DATA on assistance for those with limited access to transportation to DPR
sites as an adjunct service to City programming, possibly additional City bus route stops
at DPR sites or reduced fares tied to the PlayMore card.
Develop more short term programming and drop-in programs to serve a variety of
users.
Create incentives for new customers and for existing customers to try new programs.
Develop programming opportunities for family members to recreate independently of
each other at the same location.
Expand active mature adult
programming to coincide with
demographic trends in Durham.
Collaborate with other community
groups in areas where DPR is not as
strong (such as El Centro Hispano)
and promote partnerships to
enhance program offerings.
Create a department “grant”
program fund for “innovative
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programming” that all staff can submit applications to for funding on a competitive basis
that does not impact or reduce the funding for existing programming.
Follow the recommendations included in the DPR Recreation Program Plan for
establishing a baseline for quality in program offerings (see plan at the end of this
chapter).
5.3 Core Programs
A key to programming success is aligning program offerings to community wishes and needs.
The programs must be delivered with a consistent level of quality and result in consistently
positive customer experiences. In the PARCS survey, respondents were asked about programs
that are important to them and programs that they perceive as being a high quality experience.
The highest quality ratings were given to the following programs or activities:
Theater and performing programs (music, drama, multi-media)
Community events (such as Bimbé, Earth Day, Latino Festival, etc.)
Fitness or health and wellness classes (such as aerobics, yoga, weight training, etc.)
Certifications (such as CPR, AED, First Aid, Babysitting, etc)
The programs or activities that had the greatest participation rates were:
Community events (such as Bimbé, Earth Day, Latino Festival, etc.)
Theater and performing programs (music, drama, multi-media)
Fitness or health and wellness classes (such as aerobics, yoga, weight training, etc.)
Indoor swimming pool activities
The programs or activities that were deemed the most important by the largest
proportion of residents were:
After School programs
Fitness or health and wellness classes (such as aerobics, yoga, weight training, etc.)
Children and teen summer camp
Field sports (such as baseball, softball, soccer, flag football, etc.)
It is telling that of those four programs that respondents deemed as “most important,” only one
is also considered to be of high quality and has a high participation rate.
In 2013, DPR has already identified needed improvements to the After School programs and the
summer camp programs and is in process of implementing them. Staff in athletics know from
evaluations that a critical source of users’ dissatisfaction with the “field sports” programs is the
number and quality of the facilities available rather than with the programs themselves.
Recommendations in Chapters Four and Six are designed to address the need for additional and
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higher-quality facilities for sports groups. Fitness and health/wellness classes and recreation
opportunities were selected by respondents in the survey and in focus and community groups
as their top choice for one of the most important services that DPR offers to the community.
However, DPR must continue to work on identifying and improving all the programs that it
considers “core” to its service offerings. Typically, “core” programs can be identified by several
key criteria:
They have been in place for a long period of time.
They are offered frequently and at several locations.
Within their targeted audience, they have a wide demographic appeal.
They often include a tiered level of skill development and/or age progression.
They are managed by full-time staff with specific skills.
They often have a strong social value to the community.
The department has facilities designed to and able to support the program.
While it is difficult to add additional core programming in a tight economic situation, identifying
all core programs—with staff consensus on what these are—can prove an effective way of
making hard decisions about what to continue to offer and where to expand or contract
offerings. It is clear that for DPR’s customers, health/wellness programs, athletic programs, and
youth care programs rate as “core.”
Recommendations:
Identify the department’s core programs. Evaluate all programs offered that fall outside
these “core” criteria and consider raising their required participation levels.
Target those programs identified in community surveys and meetings as higher in
importance but lower in quality for scrutiny and revision.
Require regular staff training and refresher courses in material necessary for offering all
core programs. Institute a peer evaluation process among staff responsible for
programming.
Continue market and target audience research to identify new programming
opportunities that might become part of the core offerings. Look for ways to respond to
changing demographics in Durham.
Look for partnerships that can increase participation in and the quality of programming.
Develop a community wide clearinghouse of information on recreation opportunities.
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5.4 Pricing and Cost Recovery
DPR’s recreation programming does not have a single cost recovery goal; there are various
targets for programs, with an emphasis on higher cost recovery in programs outside the core
areas and programs geared toward adults. The department as a whole, however, does have a
yearly revenue goal as part of its budget. The institution of the PlayMore card in 2010 and
staff’s work towards consistency in programming prices per hour, at all the sites, has given
customers more confidence that the money they invest in programming is being used in the
most efficient ways. Fee waiver policies for the youth care programs ensure that accessibility
to programs is kept within reach of users in different
economic circumstances. Scholarships should be an
area of emphasis for the department; corporate
support for events has been well-developed by the
department, and support for programming is likely to
be available as a fairly low-cost private/public
partnership opportunity.
Registration with CLASS software has increased user satisfaction with programs since it allows
registration at any of DPR’s sites for programs anywhere else. The increase in on-line
registration through CLASS will also make this process easier for the customer; DPR should
continue to integrate all its programming fully into the CLASS software system.
Recommendations:
Develop models to determine the feasibility of adding special-interest facilities and
activities into DPR’s portfolio (such as climbing walls, regular kayaking programs, a
seasonal ice skating rink, BMX classes, and so on).
Build a system of rewarding customer loyalty among existing users as well as new
customer recruitment by those users by offering points redeemable for DPR services or
gift cards with retailers willing to participate in such a program.
Explore the option of private partners offering food service at appropriate venues and
paying a rental fee or a percentage of revenue to the department.
Strategically expand or enhance outdoor facilities to attract more revenue-generating
events.
When new programming fees and charges are adopted by the City Council, include an
annual fee and charge adjustment mechanism or market rate adjustment mechanism to
accommodate the rising costs of providing services.
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1

John and James L. Knight Foundation and Gallup, “Soul of the Community,” (2011),
http://www.soulofthecommunity.org/.
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This recreation program plan was developed by staff members, adopted by the department,
and signed by the Director on February 11, 2013.
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CHAPTER SIX – BEST PRACTICES IN MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
maintenance (n.) : from O.Fr. maintenance
"upkeep; shelter, protection,: from maintenir (see
maintain). Meaning "action of upholding or keeping
in being" is from early 15c.
maintain (v.) : mid-13c., "to practice habitually,"
from Anglo-Fr. meintenir (O.Fr. maintenir, 12c.),
"sustain; persevere in, practice continually," from L.
manu tenere "hold in the hand." Meaning "to carry
on, keep up" is from mid-14c.

“Maintenance” certainly does mean the art of “keeping things in being,” an art which requires
the dedication of a significant part of a system’s resources. It is both demanding and creative,
an ever-adapting response to changing park environments. Park facilities are never static;
outdoor sites evolve with landscape growth and the wear and tear of weather exposure, while
recreation centers change with day-in, day-out public use.
In 2005, the City allocated a substantial amount of bond funding to park and recreation
facilities, planning to bring several exciting new facilities on-line and significantly upgrade many
older parks and centers. That work will be concluded in 2013 with the final projects. However,
increasing upkeep costs and an increased number of facilities and trail miles in the system pose
ongoing challenges for DPR. Both newly constructed and renovated facilities require
maintenance, while resources for maintenance are stretched thin across all City departments.
Lack of resources put into maintenance creates a vicious cycle, one the City has fallen into
before: limited maintenance means new or renovated facilities fall into disrepair to such an
extent that they require major capital investments to rebuild again. This process is economically
and environmentally inefficient and ultimately not sustainable.
During the conversations with the community leading up to this Master Plan, it became clear
that park and center users are very aware of maintenance issues and see them as a real factor
in their level of satisfaction with the City’s parks and programs. It would be an excellent practice
to take advantage of the high visibility of maintenance work to educate the public about the
necessity and costs of ongoing
maintenance and the importance of
sustainable design and to engage
members of the public in a sense of
shared ownership of and responsibility
for their parks.
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6.1 Park Maintenance: Design
Both General Services and DPR staff who are the ones responsible for areas of park and center
maintenance stress that integrating maintenance considerations into the design process as part
of the initial decision-making will result in park projects that are more resilient and cost
effective over time. Weighing life cycle costs against construction costs will result in a better
balance of overall and long-term costs to the City. Choosing lower cost materials for something
like fencing, for example, might bring construction costs down to within a projected budget; but
that choice typically means a higher replacement / upkeep cost over decades of the park’s
existence. It has been documented that maintenance costs for a built project almost always
exceed the cost of project construction—sometimes by as much as 10 to 20 times over the life
cycle of a project.
Recommendations:
Develop a clear consensus on acceptable levels of service for different areas of parks
and for different types of parks so that all staff involved in park design agree what
appropriate maintenance practices are for each type.
For new facilities in design, consultants and staff should develop a clear projection of
anticipated maintenance costs and those costs should be either adequately covered by
existing operations budgets or requested as an addition to the affected operations
budgets.
Develop historical data on past maintenance costs to assist consultants and project
management staff in evaluating their development plans; regularly update that resulting
database with cost and performance information.
Incorporate anticipated future maintenance needs into park and facility designs (e.g.,
maintenance vehicle turning radius, access gates and roads, access to water and
lighting, etc.).
Consult other maintenance partners who may not be obvious stakeholders:
departments of public works, transportation, and police, to identify any concerns about
park design for their tasks.
As well as immediate functions proposed for a new recreation facility site, designs for
new facilities should consider ecological connectivity, connectivity of a park or center for
bicycles and pedestrians to surrounding uses, and visual and character connectivity to
adjacent uses.
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In specifying materials for new site construction or existing site renovation, design
teams should choose materials and resources that minimize resource use, have a low
environmental impact, and assist in sustainable site design strategies.
6.2 Park Maintenance: Existing Facilities
Parks that are well-maintained serve the community better and inspire neighborhood cohesion
and investment. They provide greater environmental benefits. They last longer without
needing a new infusion of capital funding dollars. They add to the user satisfaction and feeling
of safety and security in park use. Park and center maintenance jobs can be an opportunity for
entry-level jobs that develop skills and training in green careers.
It is true that park maintenance has to compete in the City budget with other vital City services;
and funding availability will vary with the state of the economy. Alternative mechanisms to
fund park maintenance are possible, but some—like BIDs or private funding—are more suitable
as a catalyst to bring back a threatened park than sustainable for upkeep over long periods of
time. Volunteer service to parks can be invaluable, and DPR’s Adopt-a-Park and Adopt-a-Trail
program have had notable success; however there are tasks involving heavy equipment and
materials that volunteers simply cannot tackle.
The current City staff is highly motivated to maintain the parks and recreation facilities. While
there are not adequate financial or personnel resources consistently available to attend to
numerous site and facility needs, the staff performs well with the resources that they have
available. Data collected from park mowing time sheets and tasks, for example, demonstrate
that the park staff is consistently being asked to mow and trim parks at an acre-per-hour rate
that exceeds landscaping industry standards (see charts on page 106 for schedule).
The surest and most direct way of improving park maintenance is increasing DPR’s general
operating budget and staff and establishing clear lines of responsibility for tasks between DPR
staff and the General Services Trades/Landscaping staff.
Recommendations:
Incorporate by reference the standards of the DPR Maintenance Operations Plan into
this Master Plan. Those standards define the condition of a park facility that is the goal
of park maintenance. A set of clearly defined standards helps to establish what
procedures, techniques, and resources (tools, material, labor) are necessary to achieve
the desired outcomes and to know what additional resources or training are needed if
outcomes are not reached. Dedicate a deferred maintenance funding source
specifically to parks and recreation facilities.
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Develop a maintenance plan and a cost estimate to bring each facility to the desired
standard of care. Identify and address any non-funding-based causes for facilities not
to meet maintenance standards.
Make park maintenance plans and costs available annually to enable more public
awareness of maintenance activities and their costs.
Train staff on adopted maintenance standards, and keep training in best maintenance
practices current for all maintenance staff.
Track actual maintenance costs and collect data in a consistent manner to allow staff to
know the true costs of maintaining facilities. Prepare a database that shows
maintenance costs and expenditure needs by park as part of a full system asset
inventory.
Incorporate revenue-generating facilities such as private concessions or private
equipment rentals into existing (and into new) parks and allow sponsorship and limited
advertising in park sites. Use the funds generated to supplement parks operations.
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6.3 Addressing Park Security and Vandalism
In the 2011 City of Durham Resident Survey, 53.4% of the respondents said that they felt safe
or very safe walking alone in the nearest park in the daytime—but that means that 47%
apparently do not feel safe. At the community meetings hosted for the Master Plan, 17.5% of
the attendees agreed that they “would use the parks more if they felt safe.” There has been
much attention in 2012-13 focused on some criminal activity on the City’s American Tobacco
Trail. Overall, available crime data suggest that crime occurring in a park or a trail mirrors the
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crime occurring in the neighborhood around the facility; so the measures that the City can take
to make a recreation facility safer are the same that it can take to make a neighborhood safer:
more community involvement, more coordination with the Police Department, less community
tolerance of illegal behavior, and potentially more CPTED (Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design) measures.
Vandalism is one very visible facet of park criminal activity, one that may cost the City as a
whole more than it does an individual victim but one whose presence also increases the
average resident’s fear of using a public facility. Not only does vandalism increase reluctance
for park users to claim a space for positive activities, repairing the effects of vandalism costs the
City thousands of dollars each year that could be spent on more positive maintenance.

It might seem that the role of park landscapes in maintaining civil order would be minimal.
However, disorder and the fear of crime almost always precede crime, and landscapes can be
particularly useful since properly maintained landscapes can positively influence the perception
of the public. Compared to other crime prevention approaches, landscaping is inexpensive and
simple. Perhaps the best reason to promote the use of landscaping in crime prevention is that it
provides an opportunity for residents to participate actively in crime prevention and in reclaiming park spaces.
Few crime prevention approaches are successful without the involvement of committed
residents. Landscaping may be the vehicle to help reintroduce citizens to that most important
civic duty – looking out for their own safety and personal property. When the City uses
landscaping to increase natural surveillance, control access, and establish territoriality, the
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opportunistic vandals will be discouraged and the hard core vandals will move on to an easier
target. There are four main principles to CPTED:
a. Natural Surveillance: Keeping the environment maintained so that people can be easily
seen by other users and by those who simply pass by the park or trail.
b. Natural Access Control: Park access and flow need to be controlled or directed by some
means, such as a fence, a flower bed, a hedge, or a path. Something should signal to
park visitors “walk here” and “do not walk there.”
c. Territoriality: “Territorial reinforcement” separates active and passive spaces within a
park by a number of means, including signage, planting beds, and mowing. A space that
is not clearly called out for a legitimate park activity can quickly be claimed by some
group for illegal or unwanted activity.
d. Maintenance: A park system should maintain what it builds. Without maintenance, a
public area looks neglected and invites unwanted behavior.
Designing and maintaining public facilities using CPTED principles is becoming standard practice
in all parts of the country. Durham staff have begun to incorporate CPTED principles into
operations and management strategies in several City parks as a tool to reduce vandalism and
other criminal activity.
Recommendations:
Incorporate CPTED principles into all new park and facility design and renovations.
Develop lighting plans for parks, centers, and trails (and their associated parking areas)
that will promote safe use of these facilities by the public. Include lighting into new
facilities and retrofit lighting into existing facilities.
Engage the community in crime prevention activity around parks and recreation
facilities by youth and community outreach programs and active recreation programs in
park sites in higher crime areas.
Collect data on vandalism and crime in parks to detect patterns which can focus
directed prevention efforts.
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6.4 Restrooms
A city manages the municipal public realm including the streets and parks. As Durham strives to
become more walkable and bikeable, access to public restrooms becomes a greater necessity.
Making Connections is a key element in this master plan; and users of public parks—parents
with toddlers, athletes playing hard and drinking lots of liquids—want clean, accessible, and
convenient restrooms. As one survey respondent stated: “Small children announce they have
to use the bathroom with very little advance warning. Bathrooms are necessary.”
But small, open, unstaffed public buildings attract other uses as well: sanitary services and
shelter for the homeless, cover for illegal activities like drugs and prostitution, and easy targets
for vandalism and theft of materials. These uses are not compatible with most uses desired by
the public. Staff with limited resources try hard to respond to park user complaints that
restrooms are dirty or dysfunctional; and restrooms in popular parks can remain closed for
several days while broken porcelain fixtures and stolen copper pipes are replaced, gang graffiti
is removed, or trash and waste are cleared out. The problem is not unique to Durham; across
the country, parks and recreation departments have seen their maintenance costs spike with a
sharp rise in restroom misuse and all are struggling to find an answer.
A response to this solution is not simple. High end sites—airport terminals, private amusement
parks, some interstate rest stops—have resorted to public restrooms that are staffed during all
the times that they are open. That works, but that is an expensive solution. Some parks
systems have simply closed all their restrooms; that works to end misuse, but the result also
punishes park users who simply desire to use the facilities.
Durham has to date tried a range of responses, though none has proven fully satisfactory. The
situation is also complicated by the age of the restroom buildings and their locations in some
parks. When facilities in some of the City’s parks were constructed, the stick-built restrooms
were not heated; the plumbing staff simply shuts off
the water in the fall and locks the doors, then reopens the restrooms in the spring. That’s true, for
instance, of Forest Hills Park, Hillside Park, Herndon
Park, Long Meadow Park, Lyon Park, Northgate Park,
and many others. In newer parks, and in some
renovation projects, those old buildings are being
replaced with new “vandal-resistant” pre-fabricated
concrete restroom structures, with an enclosed and
heated plumbing chase so that water can remain on
all year: Bethesda Park, Old Chapel Hill Rd. Park,
Morreene Rd. Park, and (underway in 2013), Duke
Park and Twin Lakes Park.
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These new buildings are not inexpensive, however, generally including new utility lines. And in
some of the older parks, restrooms are located within flood plain limits; a removal of the
existing old structure would mean that no restroom could be put back into that location under
FEMA regulations. Some parks—like Forest Hills Park and Northgate Park—are largely flood
plain; current regulations would make putting ANY new restroom in those parks that both
meets ADA accessibility standards and is “flood proofed” to FEMA standards difficult if not
impossible.
Recommendations:
Utilize staff from DPR and GSD to create a report on all restrooms in the parks system;
evaluate all the restrooms on similar criteria including location, use, safety, lighting, ADA
compliance, building condition, maintainability, vandal resistance, and other desired
features. Use this score to prioritize removals or replacements as necessary. Include
investigations of park sites where restrooms are not currently located but have been
requested by park users.
Adopt a multi-year program to replace with newer vandal-resistant models those
restrooms that score low on the adopted rating criteria but are deemed necessary
because of high use levels. If a park restroom needs to be, but cannot be, replaced
because of other regulations such as flood plain policies, then locate portable toilets in
convenient locations in the park and keep them pumped and cleaned regularly.
Since most restroom misuse occurs at night when the parks are closed, create a funding
source to pay restroom “openers” and “closers” just as DPR does for gate openers and
closers.

6.5 Green Infrastructure
An interconnected network of natural areas and
other open spaces that conserves natural
ecosystem values and functions, sustains clean
air and water, and provides a wide array of
benefits to people and wildlife... Green
infrastructure is the ecological framework for
environmental, social, and economic health, i.e.,
the triple bottom line of sustainability.
Mark Benedict and Ed McMahon, Green
Infrastructure (Island Press, 2006) p. 1.
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In the PARCS survey list of community priorities for DPR, “provide green and natural spaces
within the community” scored 91% and “protect the natural environment and promote
environmental sustainability” scored 93%. Clearly integrating the parks system into a wider
green infrastructure in the City is something that community residents value highly, and
Improving Sustainability is a core concept of this master plan.
Here is a list of benefits that most natural scientists would agree that a strong green
infrastructure can provide:
Environmental Benefits
Absorbs stormwater, reducing runoff and impacts such as flooding and
erosion
Removes harmful pollutants from the air and water
Preserves natural ecosystems and provides habitat for native plants and
animals
Mitigates climate change by sequestering and storing carbon
Economic Benefits
Creates job and business opportunities
Stimulates economic activity in local retail/business districts
Increases property values
Attracts visitors, residents, and businesses to a community
Produces food, fiber, and water
Reduces healthcare and grey infrastructure costs
Social Benefits
Improves public health – outdoor recreation, walking and biking, air and
water quality
Promotes environmental justice, equity, access for underserved
populations
Provides community gathering places
Improves aesthetics and provides opportunities for public art and cultural
expression
Connects people to nature.

Consider this diagram, which is typical of the textbook sketches that show the connected
nature of a strong green infrastructure system:
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This sketch shows the ideal pattern of natural hubs, containing core areas for wildlife and water
preservation, with linkages between these hubs for the movement of water or wildlife. It does
not take much imagination to see these hub areas as City parks, with naturally vegetated core
areas, connected by greenway trails along stream corridors. This diagram could represent East
End Park, Long Meadow Park, and Rocky Creek Park—with corridor connections along Goose
Creek and its tributaries. It could also represent Northgate Park, Rock Quarry Park, and
Glendale Heights, with a corridor along Ellerbe Creek. That is the pattern developed years ago
by Olmsted as the concept of interconnected parks forming a “green necklace” for an urbanized
city that keeps it beautiful and healthy; and that is the desired model for Durham parks and
trails. This very first planning map for Durham Parks, from the Swan Plan of 1927, shows this
concept in its infancy for Durham.
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Recommendations:
Park land and trail corridor acquisition decisions need to consider elements of habitat
and environmental protection as well as elements of active community use.
Always working within CPTED principles, areas of natural growth should be left during
the development of new park sites and encouraged and restored within existing park
sites.
DPR should continue to coordinate stream buffers and stream restorations with staff
from Public Works, in accordance with the department’s Natural Resources
Management Plan.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
A SUSTAINABLE ORGANIZATION

7.1 Social Sustainability
7.2 Environmental Sustainability
7.3 Economic Sustainability
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CHAPTER SEVEN: A SUSTAINABLE ORGANIZATION
The Department of Parks and Recreation has 104 staff members, working in three divisions:
Administration, Recreation Programming, and Planning and Education. The Administrative
division handles the department’s financial, marketing, and personnel items; Recreation
Programming staffs and runs the recreation centers; and Planning and Education covers not
only planning but also park maintenance, athletics, and facility-based work units such as
adventure programming and the City lakes staff. An organization chart of the department as of
January, 2013, is shown on page 118.
DPR was officially accredited by the Commission for Accreditation
of Park and Recreation Agencies (CAPRA) in 2008 at the National
Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) 2008 Congress and
Exposition. Accreditation validates to the public that DPR is a welladministered department that meets and exceeds national
standards. The accreditation process also identifies areas for
improvement within the department, by comparing DPR against
national standards of best practices which ultimately means
improved services to Durham and its customers. National
accreditation requires park and recreation agencies to access their
operations against 155 standards that represent elements of
effective and efficient park and recreation procedures. DPR is in
the process of its first five-year renewal of accreditation in 2013.
Some of the recommendations suggested in this section of the Master Plan are also explained
as goals with implementation strategies in the documents submitted for the accreditation
review.
This plan sets Improving Sustainability as a goal for the parks system. DPR would also like to
define itself as a sustainable organization. There are now numerous different ways to define
what constitutes a “sustainable organization,” and the word “sustainable” itself may have
become one of those popular words that can mean anything, depending on the eye or ear of
either the speaker or the listener. One popular definition of a sustainable organization is “one
that delivers simultaneously economic, social and environmental benefits – the so-called triple
bottom-line” (Benedict and McMahon, Green Infrastructure). And the United Nations
definition is good as well: “Doing what is required to meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” These ideas are
useful and certainly express what DPR is working to achieve. But they cover such a wide
perspective that they need to be more focused in setting achievable planning goals for a
municipal organization.
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A dictionary suggests a tighter definition of “sustainable” as “being a method of harvesting or
using a resource so that the resource is not depleted or permanently damaged over an
extended period of time.” That definition allows narrowing in on more specific questions that
should be asked of an organization or practice that one wants to consider “sustainable” and
come up with something close to a Yes or No response:
Are DPR’s current practices maintaining the department’s current resources?
Over the long-term, are DPR practices depleting or permanently damaging its
resources?
Is the department developing and strengthening the skills, abilities, and processes
needed to survive, adapt, and thrive in a fast-changing world?

A superior and sustainable parks and recreation agency must meet both the high standards set
for accreditation and the needs of its current customers, and at the same time, be planning for
the ability to meet the needs of future generations in environmental, social, and economic
concerns.
When resources are limited, those resources must be managed the most carefully to respond
to an array of community interests and wishes. DPR staff know, for instance, that the City’s
grass athletic fields are sometimes overused, according to best management practices—so the
answer to the first question above would likely be “no.” The best response the department can
make today is to juggle games as well as possible, schedule practices on lesser fields, and
request more funding for field construction and maintenance.
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Best management practices and an equitable distribution of resources are critical to
maintaining a sustainable department into the future. The “triple bottom line” can be modeled
as below to show how a sustainable organization can support a sustainable community:

The “Triple Bottom Line” of Sustainability

7.1 Social Sustainability
7.1.1 Internal: Department Staff
Many modern organizations, including the City, assert that their employees are their most
important assets. The City of Durham and DPR do work towards ensuring that this particular
asset is sustainable. Research has demonstrated financial returns on the order of 3:1 for every
dollar an organization has spent on employee well-being programs. The City is a very pro-active
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business, with regular Employee Opinion Surveys administered to get a reading on staff’s
opinions and with departments specifically charged with addressing those areas in which their
staff have expressed a significant concern. Too, the City has support services readily available to
respond to employees’ concerns and problems. As a City department, DPR is part of this
organizational culture that values its staff members.
The staff within the department itself have a great variety of training, skills, and certifications.
They also have the support of the whole City organization in offering better customer service to
residents. Parks and recreation services today are growing ever more sophisticated; not only
are staff members expected to know their particular service area but also have skills in financial
management, in human resource management, and even in negotiating and writing contracts
for services. They must be comfortable working in a diverse organization and serving a diverse
clientele.
Recommendations:
In order to allocate appropriate staff resources, periodically review work functions to
enable position efficiencies, re-engineer work processes, and realign job descriptions.
Conduct a departmentwide staff workload
assessment, especially for
“go to” individuals assigned
frequently to committees
and special projects.
Commit part of a position
to manage and oversee a
comprehensive staff
training program, utilizing
local education institutions,
web-based trainings, and
NCRPA regional workshops.
Include annual training
updates in each employee’s
performance standards and
evaluations.
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7.1.2 External: Community Needs
From the 2012 PARCS survey:
Figure 1: Overall Ratings of Services and Facilities

These numbers echo the results of the 2011 City of Durham Resident Survey, in which 64% of
the respondents noted that they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the programs and
facilities of the department –a 6% increase from the 2009 survey.
Other sections of this plan discuss maintaining and enhancing the City’s recreation programs
and its park and center facilities. Community service is the primary mission of the department.
Our values as a department stress respect, equity, stewardship, integrity, and accountability to
the public.
7.2 Environmental Sustainability
7.2.1 Internal: Green Business Practices
The City as an organization is committed to being an environmentally-responsible business.
Three key policies, adopted in 2011, outline the responsibilities for each department and staff
member:
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SUS 100: staff are directed toward “including environmental considerations in our
procurement decisions” and give preference to environmentally friendly products and
vendors.
SUS 200: staff are directed to “take every reasonable effort to reduce the amount and
toxicity of the solid waste they generate.” Suggestions include using recyclable or
reusable materials and products at all City functions, always using two-sided printing
and avoiding unnecessary printing, re-using packaging materials, and working toward
energy efficiency in heating and cooling of City spaces.
SUS 300: staff are directed toward planning to reduce the consumption of electricity,
natural gas, and water in existing and new facilities.
7.2.2 External: Environmental Protection and Restoration
Protection and restoration of natural resources is one component of the City of Durham’s
mission for its parks system. Regardless of the original intent of the land acquisition, the
accumulation of park lands in the City over the years means that the parks system is one of the
larger systems of public lands in the City. The public is coming increasingly to expect that all
public lands—and recreation sites are no exception—be managed with sustainability and
conservation as integral management goals. Staff recognizes as well that conservation practices
offer healthy landscapes for people, plants, and animals; and conservation practices are also
cost-saving practices for maintenance.
Enhancing natural areas within the City’s parks is good management of the City’s green
infrastructure and preserves remnants of the region’s original ecosystem. Many of the City’s
parks and trails are located in areas with high quality natural
assets, including streams and other water features. DPR’s
Natural Resources Management Plan is intended to direct the
management of environmental resources within the City’s
parks to meet two core goals: (1) to protect and restore
those natural assets and (2) to enhance the quality of the
natural experience for visitors to the parks.
In order to meet those goals, objectives of the Natural
Resources Management Plan include the following:
Protect and restore existing valuable natural areas
Emphasize plant conservation and use of native plant
species in park and trail development and
management
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Enhance water quality in parks and trail corridors as possible
Reduce maintenance costs by promoting low-maintenance plant areas
Encourage citizen participation in natural resource management in park sites and along
trails with education, programming, and volunteer opportunities
The Natural Resources Management Plan
outlines system management objectives
and recommends the collection of site
management inventory data for those
parks sites for which these data have not
already been compiled. Each park site will have a site action plan—linked to the site-based
maintenance/management plan. Finally, the resources plan details performance measures,
reports current status, and sets targets and cost estimate.
As that plan concludes, all available data have shown that the cost to maintain natural areas is
far less than the cost of maintaining active parks and recreation facilities, so increasing these
areas as possible is a good practice. The cost to maintain one acre of quality turf grass (as on an
athletic field) typically ranges from $1,000 to $2,000 per year. A natural resource area, in good
condition, is as self-regulating and low maintenance as human impact will allow it to be. A
natural resource management program in Charlotte-Mecklenburg, just as an example, notes
that it spends $72 per acre per year in management activities. Charlotte staff also note,
however, that it ideally should be spending $150 per acre per year to increase technical
assistance and increase monitoring and evaluation. After several years of implementation of a
Natural Resources Management Plan in the Durham parks system, better cost impact numbers
should be available.
Recommendations:
Implement the practices incorporated into the Natural Resources Management Plan.
7.3 Economic Sustainability
7.3.1 Internal: Productivity and Efficiency
DPR has been consistently working to integrate technology into its functions to make customer
service better and more efficient. The implementation of CLASS programming and scheduling
software has improved both service and information tracking. The recent introduction of
Flownomics visitor counting technology into the Walltown Center and Holton Center is
providing highly accurate data for management of staffing and programming at those sites, and
further installations are anticipated. Use of GIS aerial mapping for park mowing measurement
is increasing the work efficiency of the park maintenance unit scheduling. Coming very shortly
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(in 2013) is a bar code scanner system to use in control of inventory items under $5,000. Use of
routing software to generate clean-up and mowing routes for maintenance staff is on the near
horizon, as are traffic counters and computer-monitored irrigation systems.
Recommendations:
Continually evaluate and integrate the technologies available across the department to
create an accurate list of needed hardware, software, and relevant trainings for each
division so that department priorities can be set.
Create and regularly update specific technology plans for each work unit and facility.
Provide adequate resources for staff training in all facets of any new software.
Ensure that all adopted software programs are compatible and can integrate data with
each other.
While fee schedules for DPR are set by the elected officials as part of the budget, the
recommendations for those fees are presented to the officials by DPR staff. In tight economic
times, no City department has the full resources that it feels that it needs, and so priorities
need to be discussed within the City budget and within the department budget.
Recommendations:
Adopt a subsidy allocation and cost recovery philosophy in the department and take a
fee policy to the City Council which reflects the consensus.
Determine as clearly as possible the specific direct and indirect costs of the provisions of
all services and set budgets accordingly. Fees and charges may or may not be planned to
cover all costs of service delivery, but those costs should inform management decisions
based on the policy as adopted above. Indirect costs—such as marketing and
maintenance—need to be included in the cost assessment.
Create a non-profit within DPR to hold funding raised through gifts, donations, and
fund-raising activities. Develop a new marketing plan that expands and enhances
communication with the public about DPR facilities and programming and volunteer and
partnership opportunities
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7.3.2 Internal: Asset Management
As a steward of millions of dollars of public assets in parks, trails, and centers (and given the
expected long lifetimes of use of those assets), DPR must not only advocate for new park
facilities but also optimize the uses of existing facilities. An objective and clear set of policies
and practices should define asset management for a recreation system, including (1) asset
prioritization, (2) life cycle practices, (3) analysis of funding needed and funding available, (4)
strategies to manage any “gap” in funding, and (5) consideration of asset disposition or change
of use. A successful asset management system for a parks and recreation system combines
engineering principles, business practice,
economic theory, and park
management. It entails a strategic
approach to managing a park system’s
physical infrastructure, one that
recognizes the true cost of the long-term
ownership of public assets. An agency
that wants to implement an asset
management system for its parks will
need to have staff and structure
available for several fundamental core
competencies: asset inventory and
condition assessment, asset valuation,
capital planning and budgeting,
implementation and execution, and
performance assessment and improvement. Currently, in Durham, these skills are scattered
across several City departments, including DPR, General Services, Public Works, Budget, and
Finance; so developing a thorough asset management program will require staff involvement
and coordination of different departments.
Municipal park and recreation facilities typically receive a range of pressures, and Durham’s
system is no exception. Stress on the system includes:
Continued increases in the numbers of users
Aging facilities needing repairs and renovation
New operational and code requirements
Insufficient staff and financial resources for maintenance and upkeep
Inadequate documentation of the condition of all the assets in the inventory
Difficulty in articulating the business case for park and recreation assets
Resident requests for new facilities and new types of facilities
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Looking at asset management is not the typical way to measure success in a parks system, since
it focuses on the condition of an asset to meet its intended purpose and its ongoing cost of
maintenance and—this is the critical difference--focuses on the ASSETS rather than the
ACTIVITIES of a park system.
But in a chapter on organizational sustainability, the asset management viewpoint is critical; it
asks the City to look at hard questions:









What do we own?
What is its value?
What is its condition?
How will we sustain it over time
What is the total cost of ownership?
What is the life cycle cost?
How can we best sustain the entire system?
What are our guidelines for making decisions about assets?

Experience has shown that
the capital cost of building a
facility, over a 50-year life
cycle, is not the largest
expense, even though it is the
largest up-front expense of a
new park or center. The
largest cost to the City is the
ongoing upkeep of a facility
over time. In standard
business practices, 2% to 4%
of the current replacement
value of an asset is devoted
to its yearly maintenance.
Using that standard would
mean, for instance, that a
park valued at $4 million—such as the new facilities at Bethesda Park and Old Chapel Hill Rd.
Park—would receive from $80,000 to $160,000 per year in upkeep. Currently, each of those
sites receives about $30,000 per year in park mowing and clean-up services, with repairs on an
as-needed basis.
Given the limited resources available to a municipal park system to fund upkeep at the level of
private business, the system’s assets need to be prioritized for regular maintenance, for major
renovations, and even for possible replacement or change of use of the asset.
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Luckily, the work on developing a clear and objective system has been done by the National
Park Service (NPS) and the Eppley Institute for Parks and Public Lands (Indiana University). That
process provides a step-by-step way to determine the value of any particular asset to the
system, evaluate its condition, and make a recommendation as to its priority to receive funding.
The process includes the criteria “Resource Preservation,” “Citizen Use,” “Operational Needs,”
and “Substitutability”; it gives each facility a score and “Asset Priority Index.” All assets are
then ranked and recommended actions are determined on a scale that ranges from preventive
maintenance to change or use through sale or demolition.
Recommendations:
Perform an inventory of the City’s park and recreation facility assets; determine the
recommended action for each facility and an estimate of the cost of that action. Use of
the NPS system is suggested, since it does include community input as a value.
Recommend an amount of funding to be allocated yearly to DPR’s operations budget to
be dedicated to park repairs and renovations, based on the asset priority index.
7.3.3 External: Contributions to the City’s Economic Growth
In 2009, the Trust for Public Land completed a study entitled Measuring the Economic Value of
a City Park System (Peter Harnik and Ben Welle). TPL identified and measured seven
quantifiable attributes of a city park system that provide economic value, leaving aside, as the
report said, inherently valuable but non-quantifiable aspects such as “the mental health value
of a walk in the woods.” Each of these seven attributes is described and the methodology for
ascertaining its economic value is detailed. Two of the factors provide the City with direct
income to the budget (property value and increased sales tax on spending). Three other factors
provide the City with direct savings (residents’ use of free or low cost recreation opportunities,
the health benefit of savings in medical costs due to exercise, and the social capital of
community cohesion around parks.) And third, there are savings in environmental costs (water
and air pollution reduction costs).
1. Property value: comparing property values of parcels around parks across the country
with similar sites in the same cites not in proximity to a park shows an increase in 5% or
more in the value of the properties adjacent to a park. Multiplying the assessed value of
properties immediately surrounding a park by 5%, then by the property tax rate, yields
the amount of tax value increase attributable to parks.
2. Tourism: the Durham Convention and Visitors’ Bureau has good numbers on tourism in
Durham and the average daily spending of a tourist. Some of that tourism can be
directly attributed to parks and park events. In 2011, for example, the DCVB estimated
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that DPR’s hosting the USTA Regional Tournament generated $800,000 in visitor
spending in Durham. That amount would have also generated about $28,000 in tax
revenue for local (city and county) governments.
3. Direct Use: this value represents a direct savings by City residents, rather than funding
into the treasury of the City itself. Generally, it is quantified by looking at market place
values for experiences and facilities comparable to those a city park system offers – that
is, how much would residents be willing to pay to use facilities if they were not available
in the public realm? The US Army Corps of Engineers has actually calculated a “unit day
value” for recreational facilities, in which activities like “playing in a playground” are
rated at $3.50 per day, with a decreasing
value for repeated experiences at the same
site and for poor weather.
4. Health: studies in seven states show an
average difference in yearly medical bills of
$250 between those who exercise regularly
and those who do not. For people over 65,
that difference rises to $500 yearly. Easy
access to park and trails has been identified
as one key factor in helping residents
increase their level of physical activity.
5. Community Cohesion: the more positive
human interactions that occur in a neighborhood, the stronger, safer, and more
successful that neighborhood is. “Social capital” cannot be measured directly, but the
number that represents the value of volunteer hours plus the value of direct
contributions to a park is one good indicator. As noted in Chapter Four, Durham Central
Park in 2012 received $57,270 in total financial contributions plus (at a conservative
estimate) about 4000 volunteer hours; and that part of downtown Durham is far
stronger because of that park’s success.
6. Clean Water: the cost of managing stormwater runoff in an urban area is very high, and
the City of Durham is absorbing some significant expenses in trying to clean up runoff
into Falls Lake and Jordan Lake. The impervious surface in parks is a good way to reduce
stormwater costs by capturing runoff before it hits the stream system. DPR and Public
Works have already partnered to increase stream buffers in several of our City parks.
This value is tricky to calculate, but it involves comparing runoff rates of hard surfaces
and pervious surfaces (like park turf areas) and the relative rates of treating the water
coming off each of those surfaces.
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7. Clean Air: trees, shrubs, and grass absorb air pollutants and trap particulate matter;
those pollutants create health problems and require expensive treatment methods for
cleaning up dirty air. Calculations by the EPA suggest that 97 acres of tree cover remove
about one ton of air pollutants (carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, particulate
matter, and sulfur dioxide yearly). The cost of removing one ton of pollutants by
mechanical means is about $8 million per year. West Point on the Eno Park, for
example, has over 300 acres of forested area.

A new study by the U.S. Forest Service offers
additional evidence that exposure to the
natural environment, particularly trees, can
improve human health. The study analyzed
the health decline in communities that have
lost trees due to infestations of the emerald
ash borer, and it found consistent links
between the loss of trees and the increase in
cardiovascular and lower respiratory diseases.
Even after accounting for the influence of
demographic differences, such as income,
race, and education, the findings showed clear
associations between lost trees and declining
health in the 1,296 counties studied when
compared with uninfected areas.
(NRPA Journal, Feb 2013)

Recommendations:
Complete an economic impact study to assess the financial impact of DPR on Durham’s
economy with regards to property values, tourism, environmental protection,
community cohesion, and health/wellness. Use those numbers as part of the
department’s support in the larger City budgeting process.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: ACTION PLAN
8.1 Overview
This chapter summarizes the recommendations detailed in the plan’s preceding chapters.
Expansion and clarification of these recommendations that have been condensed in Chapter
Eight can be found in the earlier chapters of this plan on the pages indicated in the table.
It should be noted that while most of the recommended action items can be built upon current
policies and practices of the City and the Department of Parks and Recreation, some will
require new directions and may not be able to be carried out under existing policies. Also, in
some cases, the recommendations may
require further evaluation of possible
impacts before beginning implementation.
Due to these constraints—as well as the
constraints of limited resources, both
human and financial—not all of the
recommended actions can be
implemented within the first year or two.
There are more than 80 detailed
recommendations in the preceding seven
chapters, involving considerations of
policy, operations practices, staff, and
other resources. The recommendations
typically involve the public with park and
program planning, require approval from
the elected officials, involve other City departments, or require some allocation of operations
or capital funding—or all of these things—for them to be acted upon. Funding may well be the
most critical limiting factor on how quickly these ideas can be put into action. In tight economic
times, major changes and increases in
operations and capital budgets are unlikely.
Slower development also means that impact
fee returns are low. Partnerships are an
excellent response to some needs, but
volunteer labor can only tackle some tasks
and private sponsors alone cannot supply
the millions required in a capital
construction project.
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8.2 Review of Public Priorities
It is useful at this point to do a quick review of what staff and the Steering Committee heard at
community meetings and received as data and identified as the major concerns that residents
wanted to address with this plan:
Key Resident Goals:
Access – physical access by walking and biking to park facilities, increasing
awareness of programs and facilities offered by the City, even possibly assistance
with transportation to parks and centers;
Equity –parks, centers, and programs well distributed around the City and programs
that serve as many different demographic groups as possible;
Sustainability – balancing the upkeep of existing facilities and programs with
creating new facilities and programming to serve underserved areas and
populations, all while keeping within budget limitations;
Community –park facilities and programming acting as a catalyst to strengthen
communities within the City;
Connections – of all sorts: making physical links between parks and trails and
enlarging the trails system; partnerships to strengthen the parks system and other
elements in the community; marketing and outreach to help make residents aware
of opportunities.

The most important recreation programs: activities for fitness and health, teen and
children summer camp, after-school programs, and opportunities for athletic field sports
The most preferred features in a recreation center: a pool, a gym, and a track
Top Priorities: supporting a green and natural environment, providing activities for health
and wellness, offering positive activities for teens and children, and providing trails and
greenways for mobility.
The most preferred new facilities: an outdoor pool with water play features, an
amphitheater, a sports field complex
The most important facilities in the parks system: trails and greenways, recreation centers,
playgrounds, and athletic fields
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8.3 Review of Plan Key Principles
All of the recommendations of the master plan are directed towards responding to these
priorities of the resident. They are based on the three key principles identified by the Steering
Committee from their input as the threads to weave together the residents’ visions for the
parks and recreation system in Durham.

Each of the recommendations in the following tables satisfies one or more of these principles.
8.4 Recommendations of the Master Plan
Implementation of the plan recommendations in the next few years is likely to be incremental.
Some of the operational and program ideas DPR can put into place with changes in its own
organization. For instance, staff have already begun the first steps in the Natural Resources
Management Plan in coordination with Storm Water Services. A few of the recommendations
can potentially be achieved by a shifting of resources; if less-used parks are taken temporarily
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off-line or their maintenance level is reduced, then the
higher use parks can receive more attention. Space in
smaller neighborhood recreation centers is already being
shared with community-service non-profit organizations to
reduce City staffing and programming costs.
While efficiencies can achieve savings and encourage
action, the recommendations also need to be ranked
priority order to determine the most-desired sequence of
implementation. The evaluation of priorities by the
Steering Committee, the Recreation Advisory Commission,
and DPR staff has considered the following factors:
PARCS Survey data for the number of households
stating a need for a facility or program and the
extent to which their needs have been met;
Frequency of facility and program requests at public meetings and on MindMixer;
Importance ranking for facility or program from the PARCS survey;
Master plan key concept areas addressed.
The recommendations are grouped into three categories: facilities, planning and processes,
and department operations. Within each category, the recommendations are ranked one
(highest priority) through four (lower priority). Each recommendation is also tagged by the key
Master Plan concept that it primarily supports.
It is very important to keep two factors in mind with these recommendations:
They are intended to be supportive and complementary across the categories. Thus, for
example, a recommendation for a new facility in the first category is supported by data
from benchmark cities in the second category and may reflect natural resource
management goals in the third. Or, for another example, the recommendation for an
economic impact study of parks in the second category bolsters the feasibility study
recommendation in the first category and the enhancement of revenue in the third.
Marketing, marketing, marketing! All of the recommendations are critically reliant upon
better information getting to the public about the City’s plans, facilities, and
programming, whatever the particular context.
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Category
One

Recommendations for City recreation facilities
The public and the advisory bodies uniformly suggest new and better
facilities as a top priority for the City. These four recommendations
are ranked at the top of all the suggested recommendations.
1

Continue to upgrade and renovate existing parks.
Existing neighborhood parks – p. 59
Neighbors as partners – p. 59
Upgrading older athletic facilities – p. 62
Multi-purpose fields – p. 62
Underused community parks – p. 62
National Register Historic Sites – p. 64
Flood plains in regional parks – p. 63
Parks with several athletic facilities – p. 64

2

Make DPR facilities and organization sustainable.
Conduct a feasibility study prior to developing any new
facility—p. 69
Include maintenance plans and costs into design – p. 103
Continue to enhance efficiency with use of technology – p. 124
Full costs for any new program or service – p. 124

3

Continue to make trails and greenways projects a high priority.
New trails – p. 79
Trails maintenance – p. 79
Connectivity with parks – p. 103

4

Acquire land and build new parks in underserved areas; add new uses
as possible to existing parks.
Southeastern Durham – p. 62
Southern Durham – p. 62, p. 68, p. 83
Northern Durham – p. 62, p.65
Active individual use features – p. 62
Additional recreational uses at the City Lakes – p. 64, p. 69
Event sites – p. 65
New recreation center –p. 67
Work with partners on low-impact projects – p. 79
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Category
Two

Recommendations for planning and processes
While these recommendations are not as high a priority as the ones
for facilities, they are recognized as very necessary to support the
need for the facilities and to maintain the facilities after construction.

1

Create a non-profit organization within DPR to enhance fundraising
and volunteer support.
A non-profit within DPR to enhance fund-raising – p. 124

2

Complete an economic impact study on DPR’s contribution to the
Durham economy.
DPR’s impact on the economy – p. 129

3

Make asset maintenance a department priority.

Incorporate by reference the DPR Maintenance Plan – p. 104
Maintenance plans for each facility – p. 105
Designing with CPTED principles – p. 108
A plan for restroom replacement – p. 110
Conduct a full asset evaluation and inventory – p. 127
A deferred maintenance fund specifically for recreation facilities
– p. 104, p. 127

4

The City should aim to be at or above the average number of
facilities for the surrounding communities in the region.
Benchmark numbers – p. 79ff.
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Category
Three

Recommendations for DPR operations
These recommendations are recognized as very important for
maintaining DPR as a top quality organization, but they are also seen
as being more within DPR’s internal control to implement.

1

Enhance revenue generation.
Food vendors – p. 96
Exploring private concessions and advertising in parks – p. 105
Amphitheater and sports complex – p. 69
Special interest programs – p. 96
Transportation assistance to DPR facilities and programs –p. 93

2

Make natural resource management a department priority.
Incorporate by reference the DPR Resources Management Plan
–p. 113
Consider natural resource value in all property acquisition- p.
113

3

Continue quality control by monitoring program growth and
customer feedback.
Evaluations – p. 93, p. 94
Marketing outreach to different demographics – p. 93
Programs in new venues – p. 93
Programs with partners – p. 93, p. 95
Programs for different types of users – p. 93, p. 95

4

Make ongoing staff training a department priority.
Training for recreation programmers – p. 95
Training staff in best maintenance practices – p. 105
Include ongoing staff training in performance standards – p. 120
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Appendix A: Community Meetings and Focus Groups
Parks and Recreation Master Plan –Southwest Regional Library
October 9, 2012
What facilities do you use and how do you use them
Playgrounds : Seesaw at Wrightwood Park a favorite, some of the newer ones have some really
cool ones, Lyon Park is great
Greenways - for exercise more than transportation, use Third Fork Creek, ATT
Duke Park playground
Tennis
Turf field at OCHRP
Campus Hills pool: lap swim 2-3 times a week
What would encourage you to use the parks more?
Wish that the website had pictures of the playgrounds
Better upkeep of playgrounds in the smaller parks
Website needs a lot a help – there is very little to give someone an idea of what the park looks
like, where amenities are within the park.
Idea: Include maps of parks on the website – or an aerial of the park with a boundary
The new website is very difficult to use (staff agree!)
Do you use any programs?
Jr. NBA
Mature Adult Trips
Walltown exercise area
Heard about Moonlight Canoe at Lake Michie: Friend said it was really great
Kayaking on the Eno: Does City have Kayaking programs? (answer: on Flat River)
Do we work with Frog Hollow? (answer: yes, they lease space at West Point)
Most agree that they don’t think everyone knows what’s out there – some comments:
o New park signs are really helpful
o Need to make entrances more dynamic
What would be a good way to get people to know?
 Center for Sr. Life
 Get PlayMore in the papers
 Word of mouth
 Comment: When I go to Walltown it’s active! A dynamic facility
 Newer playgrounds should have info kiosks
 Need more dynamism in getting the word out.
 Need more public addresses at community groups
What would make encourage you to use facilities more?
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OCHRP – turf field is packed; other grass fields – in pretty bad shape
One participant mentioned Southern Orange Park several times (field conditions – SO Park
keeps fields fenced and locked so that there is no use outside of programming.)
In the summer – close the fields so that the grass grows back (Staff: we do, but closures not
honored by some residents)
Tennis courts
Lights are huge – it makes a huge difference to have lights, well maintained surfaces
o Rock Quarry is beautiful
What are the most desirable things that need to be added to DPR?
Recreation Center in SW Durham – like Walltown
o Participant notes that he was a gym rat when he was growing up. Wants to see more
open gyms in the winter time
Should be able to use School gyms on weekends (Staff: current
DPR/DPS interlocal agreement does not allow for open gym; staffing is
the problem). Could a volunteer do the work?
Another indoor pool (in SW Durham) would be very helpful for both the
community as well as the schools
Old CH Rd Park pool was never built – still upset about that, feels the
bond issue got sold partially on that
What about programming?
o The Mature Adult program is really great: Gospel Aerobics, Durham Senior Center,
Walking track at Walltown
Some local non-profits are really successful in youth sports
o Tennis, soccer, baseball, environmental programs – very expensive, uses DPR facilities,
need to look at what active young adults want, DPR needs to be more dynamic
o Have just added youth leagues to Rock Quarry, and SoBo; some participants didn’t know
that DPR has youth leagues
o Website is horrible
o Ideas: posting info at the tennis courts; registration at existing programs; signs in
neighborhoods;
 What kind of display would get your attention?
 Bodies in the park – then information in the park
If you had to choose – would you rather have smaller parks near where you live or big parks with lots of
amenities that you have to drive to?
o Want larger complex with more choices – works for the retail (shopping mall) model.
o Don’t want a little rec center; it’s got to be big to serve all the needs
o I think you need both.
 Maybe if you say – we are going to one big thing and a few little things
 Need to develop public private partnerships to develop larger facilities
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o

o

 Need more partnership with schools
Larger facilities will appeal to more than just children; will serve everyone in the family
 Pocket parks are a maintenance nightmare (this was said by a community
member!!!) – maybe keep them as green spaces for neighborhoods to walk
dogs, see birds, but not as parks
 Link the parks with greenways – so that transportation between neighborhoods
and parks is easier.
What distance would you travel to get to a big recreation center –
 Larger center – needs to be centrally located so that the entire county can get
together in one place.
 Why not buy an abandoned strip mall, like the Lakewood Shopping Center!
Locate a maintenance crew at a big site – that way it is always looks
good and staff take ownership of maintenance concerns
Fields – like a clover leaf or soccer center – that type of facility can be
outside of the central location.

Parks and Recreation Master Plan –North Regional Library
October 11, 2012
What facilities do you use and how do you use them
West Point on the Eno Park
Little River Regional Park (County)
Little River School Facility (County
Greenways - for exercise more than transportation, use Warren Creek Trail, Ellerbee Creek Trail
Know about some private facilities in Bahama, Rougemont, but don’t use them
What would encourage you to use the parks more?
Wish greenway systems were connected for better off-road hiking and biking
Not interested in active recreation parks (one participant) – prefer just hiking in the woods
Do you use any programs?
No, nothing much available in this area
Nice family programs at old Little River School Facility (County and non-profit)
What would make encourage you to use facilities more?
Lots of complaints about restrooms in parks – either not present or closed or too dirty to be
usable
What are the most desirable things that need to be added to DPR?
Participant raised the question of whether or not we needed to add facilities to the system when the
City is doing a poor job of maintaining what we have now. This led to a general roundtable discussion of
the topic, including the following:
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How to reconcile the two ideas of (1) under-maintained existing parks and (2) areas growing or
recently annexed that pay taxes and impact fees but have no park facilities
Staff recalled the data gathered for Council last year on “underutilized parks” – noted that some
were recommended for “re-purposing” or even disposal; there was some political discomfort
with this idea at the time
Idea of parks whose functions changed over time: in one decade having some active recreation
uses, in one decade being more passive use open space
Question: can the Master Plan be about disposing of or re-using some existing parks in different
ways as well as proposing what new facilities might be needed?
SUSTAINABILITY as a goal of a park system, like any ecosystem
Some focused discussion on one underutilized park that was taken as an example: Red Maple
Park – what might be potential new uses, what private group might take it on, what publicprivate partnership might be useful for the City and the private entity both, what development
could help both the park and the neighborhood, how might a joint project be financed

October 16, 2012 -- DPS Staff Development Center / Hillandale Rd.
Resident: I am chair of the New Hope Creek Corridor Advisory Committee, want to talk about the area’s
future. NHCCAC currently working closely with DPR staff on a project by project basis in the corridor
and want to be part of the department long range plan.
Resident: works for County in open space management, has a background in P&R.
Is there a conflict between open space preserved for environmental protection and active
recreation?
Users are mostly walkers, dog walkers, families, environmental education
It IS recreation, just like a baseball diamond is, just different.
Having woods to play in is recreation, free play for children growing up
 Got all these great parks as nodes in an open space corridor (Sandy Creek,
Hollow Rock, Leigh Farm, Old CH Rd) – offers exciting possibilities
Really want to see the greenways and trails plan move forward.
Want to be able to bike safely getting around town – biking for transportation and
health ought to be a “recreation” issue – need more connections between groups
planning these things
All these great neighborhood parks already exist – the parks are fantastic, just discovered Indian
Trail – well distributed
Need more programming at the parks themselves.
It would be great to have arts and crafts in the picnic shelters (reminiscence about
Nature Caravan and Art Caravan – former DPR services)
There are gaps in connections between parks and neighborhoods – especially along busy roads.
Need trails and sidewalks connecting
Staff: in Miami-Dade park plan, every public space is considered potential recreation
space.
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DPS is recreation un-friendly. Residents could use the fields, big parking lots that are
empty, but the schools have fences up and “keep out” signs. It is not right that public
money builds these spaces but the public cannot use them.
 Staff : Interlocal says we can use DPS school spaces and vice versa at no cost –
however, high school space not often available
Future need: City meeting with DPS to share the public feedback on this issue when this
process has been completed.
 Githens example – four fields in one location if we could use them.
Example: Natural play area in Charlotte at Reedy Creek Park – demonstrates “natural”
recreation play for children, children outdoors in unstructured play areas
When DPR submits CIP requests, the athletic leagues are very organized and will strongly
advocate for structured athletic space – are the open space supporters willing to organize so
that there is more parity in funding for both?
Don’t the rental fees come back to the department? (Staff: no, they go into the General Fund,
then DPR gets operations funding to support all maintenance.) Resident: can fees be held to
assist with maintenance and development of new fields?
Some private groups are now looking to develop their own fields – these groups should be
working with DPR to share the load, not develop private space.
Question: Should the City have small parks, well distributed throughout community-- or large
parks with many amenities that people will have to drive to?
You need both (Staff: likely we can’t fund both)
Maintenance is a major issue
 Resident: field rental fees should be going back into maintenance of parks.
Need to overcome institutional barriers that prevent community from using DAP and County
Stadium.
Redevelopment of sites as park locations to get land in urban area (old South Square
area? Maybe parks on tops of parking decks? Old strip malls into parks? Like the High
line trail in NYC)
Downtown is going to have to preserve open space – on the cusp of large residential growth.
 Central Park was a great foresight. Duke Diet and Fitness would have been great.
How you prevent large facilities from being dominated by groups like Triangle United?
They should have to fund development of the large facilities because they dominate
their use.
 This is why the school system has to open their facilities to the public.
Need more organized volunteerism, like the efforts at Sandy Creek Park. Developed amenities,
birding lists, bridge project, benches, walkways, friends of the park organization
Several parks are adopted, some are very active – Forest Hills, Northgate,
 Adoption is about taking ownership and making sure that momentum is kept
 Some parks are adopted but don’t get the attention
Butterfly Garden at Sandy Creek – volunteer option. Will be accessible.
 Are there other parks that are focused upon accessible? (Staff: Beepball
program, Challenger football, Mo Road playground, Wounded Warriors program
at Lake Michie)
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This plan has to address sustainability of the park system– we have to be able to maintain what
we have as well as plan for the operational costs of everything new.
Are there any parks that are under-utilized that you can take off line? Maybe even sell
to support the others?
 So many of our parks are in flood plains that they cannot be developed and so
not much “real estate market” value
 14 parks are underutilized, going by last year’s usage counts – most have deed
restrictions that disallow development.
 It’s very hard to re-purpose parks – maybe we should do a neighborhood
workshop around each of these parks to discuss a new use
Outdoor amphitheatre (strong showing on Turning Point vote) – Central Park is small, would like
to have something like Koko Booth or the one that is in downtown Raleigh. Or what about more
use of the DAP?
Master Plan Community Meeting
Main Branch – Durham County Library
October 18, 2012
Steering Committee present – Jay Levy, Alice Cheek, Susan Taylor
Residents include: Downtown resident – and an office in downtown; architecture intern; Randy Hester
(retired LA and) wife– live and work downtown; former consultants for park planning and development
Existing Parks and Facilities – What do you use? Like? What can be improved?
o Northgate Park – food truck rodeo, great example of how we use the park, at least a 100
people there. Music
o Group Leader for a couple outdoor groups
 Led a tour of the North Durham Greenway – love the dinosaur
o Central Park – Farmer’s Market (Staff: most mentioned site of downtown parks)
 Walk to Duke East Campus every day –private, but functions like a park
 Use to use ATT – didn’t stop because of crime, just shifted from biking to
walking.
 Likes “Chicken Bone Park” (downtown space) needs to be addressed as a park.
It is used as a park. It needs to be preserved. This is the park he uses the most.
o Duke Gardens
 Found that he has discovered more place by attending events
 Streets and Sidewalks: Critically aware of where it is safe to walk – crossing
o CCB Plaza – love the bull,
o ATT is really important – can’t wait for the bridge;
o Green space next to Orange Street.
 Skatepark: Don’t personally skate – but loves to watch the kids; for an older
person – it’s important to be able to see kids play.
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 Edgemont Park: Needs a lot of work.
o Long time resident: Grew up in Northgate Park neighborhood, uses Edison Johnson for
basket ball and pool; Piney Wood dog park, Herndon, Sandy Creek, loves to fish at the
lakes
o New resident in the City: Personal use of the parks is work related. Loves Duke Park,
has walked most of the trails, family likes the Farmers Market, kids use the playgrounds
Forest Hills Park
o Walk dog every day, Falls Lake (State Park), American Tobacco Trail backs up to his
property
What about programs? Do you use any of them?
None of the residents use the programming
o Why don’t you use programs?
 Never have used rec programs (regardless of where I lived)
 Some of it is age based – we are older, if we were younger with kids we would
be using lots of the programs
Jay – special events in Forest Hills
o Marketing for concerts in the parks needs to be improved – never find out until right
before it is happening.
o Put information in PAC Newsletters
o Concerts in the parks – they are in the hottest time of the year. I don’t want to sit
outside in July and August.
o Is there a web site where one can find this information?
We really need more information on how we can market better
o Younger resident: looks at flyers in coffee shops
o We read two papers a day, the Independent is the best community calendar, hates the
HS weekly calendar
o One finds the water bill newsletter the most informative
o Parkgeek.com – aggregates park information in the region
Another resident, doesn’t use either parks or centers
o Is interested in starting an exercise regimen in aquatics – wants to learn more.
o Loves to go to concerts in the parks – always supports dj pitty-pat
o Also interested in yoga and zumba – put off by the cost
o Familiar with PlayMore – lots of good information – likes the website
Suggestions: Put the MindMixer QR code around coffee shops; get the cards out in local businesses
Mobile sign – loves that prior to the festivals. Need more of them at gateways
The future of Parks and Recreation
What would you like to see, what have you liked in other cities?
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o

Living downtown – what she wants to know is, big consumer user of downtown are
families with young children during weekends – parents are coming for restaurants;
o Residents of downtown – there are a lot more, there will be more and more. Expect
them to be young professionals and older urban retirees.
 Downtown basketball park
 Needs to be nuanced – go to the Fullsteam run and survey the people who do
that – every Wednesday – should have a public meeting at Fullsteam
 Target West Village
 See lots of people with kids visiting the jail – needs someplace that serves
children.
o We should be at the Farmers Market – get MindMixer there
o Bull McCabes –
o “Hangover brunch” at Motorco
Looking at developing targeted focus groups
o Use National Night Out listserv – call DPD
 Be sure to make a concerted effort to attract those neighborhoods on the edge
(low income, black) of downtown. They are starting to perceive that downtown
is no longer for them – too expensive,
Develop new athletics – Adult Foursquare, Dodgeball, Kickball, Geo-caching, Amazing Park
Challenge – community wide scavenger hunt.
Having a adult size maze
Holiday themed fitness events
Bathrooms –
Our parks are poised to move to the next level. Come from a parks system where the parks are
maintained to an extremely high level. 40 parks with plumbed bathrooms and only 4 crews. Each
park should be visited at least once a day. Some – FH, Duke, etc. should be visited by maintenance
twice a day.
Should we really have all these parks with bathrooms?
City of Denver just completed a bathrooms assessment. The point is some decisions need to
made about the bathrooms.
They are an indicator of a standard of care as well as a lead point for improvement.
Future
Downtown open space plan – lots of participation, hope that these two plans are linked (Staff:
yes, they are!)
There will be a neighborhood downtown that will require programming
Bus stops, little places where people can stop and rest.
We have to be really careful that the more affluent new downtown does not forget those who
have always lived here.
Main and Mangum must be a park – Resident says he would adopt it.
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Would love to see the surface parking lot on Magnum across from City Hall turned into a park
Need more habitat space for wildlife in downtown (birds). Involve kids in the maintenance of it.
Fenced in small kids areas

October 24, 2012 -- Forest Hills Park Clubhouse
Parks currently most used by meeting attendees include:
 Forest Hills (most representation), downtown open spaces/parks, American Tobacco Trail, Fall
Lake (State Park), Dog parks, Walltown Rec Center, Orchard Park, Edison Johnson Rec Center,
Lyon Park, Rockwood Park, Piney Wood Park, West Point on the Eno, Oakwood
















Park sites are used for:
Meetings (club house building), community events, neighborhood holiday parties
Dog walking
“just exploration” – walking, enjoying trees and open space
Racquet ball
Biking
Concerts in the park
Playgrounds
Tennis courts
Voting sites
Bocce
Picnics
Volleyball
Community gardening (Orchard, Edison Johnson) – garden clubs (Forest Hills)
Soccer fields, ball fields
Things liked and disliked about the current parks and programs:
 Inadequate police response when concerns are called in – who is actually responsible to
respond?
 Love seeing school groups, teams – lots of people at the park
 Like pick-up games
 Dislike “secret garden” aspect of some park locations – won’t use a park area if there
are not clear sight lines to open spaces, public areas – need good visibility from the
street
 Forest Hills Park feels safe – good environmental design
 Enjoy the waterpark (spray ground) features
 Not always good areas in which to congregate
 Playgrounds are always well used
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Too many dead limbs in the trees in Forest Hills Park – General Service responsible for
tree upkeep but GS seems overburdened with work
Enjoy seeing schools using the parks, bringing families into the park
Fireplace in the Forest Hills picnic shelter does attract homeless people in the winter

Some desired elements for future parks and recreation programming:
 Add features / highlight facilities
 Forest Hills picnic shelter, two problems that need attention: shelter needs
ceiling fans, need to remedy sewage smell
 Recreation programs should have access to school system facilities – all
taxpayer funded
 Expand the number of dog parks
 Maintain the tennis courts better
 Maintain the “cow paths” (natural surface trails) in walkable parks better
 Better signage
 Need more joint school/community gardens
 A large tennis park (like the one in Cary)
 Large nature preserves
 Open spaces for urban agriculture, storm water services, and respite

Master Plan Community Meeting
November 1, 2012
Holton Career and Resource Center
Introductions
5 Steering Committee members (Umar, Natalie, Alice, Pat, Juan)
How do you use the parks in Durham?
Resident new to town, moved from NH, community organizer: not sure where all the parks are,
impressed with how many parks the City has, likes to walk and jog on trails, and “just loiter” in
parks. Stumbled on the Al Buehler trail (Duke), walks around East Campus (Duke). Mostly picks
parks that feel safe for family
NCCU student: I go to the park just to get away, use ones not too far from NCCU campus, Elmira
Avenue most frequently
Resident (lifetime Durham resident): now use Duke and Northgate Park most frequently.
Growing up, used Crest St., Cook Rd, Forest Hills, Hillside, East End, Walltown Park. Park picked
by family events, like birthday parties at shelters.
Several people noted they liked to be able to walk to parks near where they live.
Resident: my child goes to a daycare on Broad St., the daycare takes field trips to parks,
especially those with good playgrounds (Westover, Walltown, Oval Park). She also sees other
schools and daycares using parks
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How do you find out about City facilities? Does anyone use the PlayMore Magazine?
No one has used the document, some claim never to have seen it. Some discussion of where it is
circulated.
City/DPR website: comment that park finder is not useful, website is not user friendly,
o Finding information online is really important (Staff: DPR has two sites – the City site
and the program registration site can be confusing)
What were you hoping to learn at this meeting?
Really interested in learning more about the parks – find out what citizens think
Is there anything that keeps you from using the parks?
Transportation – students don’t have cars, DATA doesn’t go to all of the parks.
(SC member: DATA is still taking information on sites needing bus stops)
Resident with small child: we are more likely to leave a park because of the bathrooms. General
comments: restrooms are often locked, they are nasty
Ideas: Can DPR negotiate reciprocal agreements with local businesses in the area of a park to use the
bathrooms? IF DPR had the funds, have a roving band of “bathroom attendants.” Tap into JCCP
“Restorative Justice” Process – maybe have the youth clean bathrooms while they are open. Have
relationship with Teen Court
What would get you to use recreation centers more? (some discussion, from reading PlayMore at the
tables, of programs currently offered: after school, Intersession, Friday evening programs for teens,
Senior Programs)
 Cost is an issue for many people, some people have told her that they can’t
afford programs that they want to register for (Staff: explains SFS and FW
programs, provides stats from SDC on numbers of fee waivers)
 DPR word never seems to get out about fee waiver options
Discussion about which “center” sites are DPR sites (some mentioned are DHA, some are City sites with
non-profits offering programming)
Recurring theme: many people don’t know about DPR facilities and services – need better ways of
getting information out


We have the magazine, flyers, website, neighborhood meetings. Ideas: What
about direct mail? Social Services? Schools don’t allow us to put materials out
there. Child care alliance on Briggs Ave. has a lot of customers. Maybe
Guidance Counselors at schools?

Comments:
In Chicago – every park has an advisory council, neighborhood is the advocate for the park. They keep
the park clean, alert the department to critical service needs, act as ambassadors to the parks.
Advisory council meets once a month to talk about the ways to improve the park (ex: Jackson Park)
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Oakwood Park: Cleveland-Holloway neighborhood has really moved to try to make that park more
acceptable to the public. Also maintains the downtown Dog Park.
When he was growing up he went to the neighborhood park every Sunday with his Dad. It was social,
active, etc. (Dad went to Hillside – he went to Southern Boundaries). It was a tradition. He thinks
people are still wanting to have time together, now the kids go to the mall – need to build it up so that
the community around the park is making the effort to be in the park. Need more community events in
the parks.
When I was a child, we used to sleep outdoors in the park next to McDougald Terrace in summer when
it was really hot – everyone felt safe then.
Continued: example of Old Chapel Hill Rd Park: Small kids coming off the field – parents getting ready
play – was really family centered; there should be more of this
Ideas: Have community days at parks every weekend so that the community gets around to see all the
parks -- work with grass roots organizing
Example: I grew up in CA – Sundays were soccer days. If there was a field, they were playing soccer.
SC member: We play soccer at a public school, relationship is really good, make sure that the grounds
are cleaned up. Field is packed every week – 8 am until dark—with families. More police presence
would be good so people would feel safe in all the parks.
Need to have food vendors in parks. (Staff: regs on vending in parks vs. vending on rights-of-way).
o Like the idea for having youth sell in parks, and then they become invested in preserving
the space, makes it safer. Also a possible way to spread the information.
o Year s ago DPR used to have block parties, Community Days – bring them back to rally
neighborhoods (SC member: Edgemont Elms has never had a community day. Never seen
anything done by DPR at this park)
(Staff: We are hearing that we need to do more programming in parks)
o Ideas: not necessarily all structured programming, sometime skill programs in parks –
that parents can sign up for on the day of.
o Market yourself more as fitness based
o Do this more, make this part of the narrative of how DPR offers programs
o Small neighborhood food truck rodeos – really highlight those vendors who are people of color,
other cultures.
o Haitian/Caribbean event at Twin Lakes Park, all day, all family event – good example

Master Plan Community Meeting
November 13, 2012 - Southern Regional Library
Resident speaking from Parkwood (also Chair of the Parkwood Homeowner’s Association):
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HOA owns 10 acres of land near the shopping center that City was going to buy; City and County own a
lot of the property around the pool, some vacant lots and the NE Creek flood plain area
What Parks do you use?
One does has not used the park system at all
 In the last place he lived he used trails, tennis courts, rec. center, etc.; notes that
Clayton has a great new community center which he has used.
Parkwood residents want a recreation center in S. Durham
o HOA would rather meet at a center than a church.
o Uses ATT
o Would use a rec center if he had one, play basketball, ping pong
o A center is a gathering point for a neighborhood. We do not have anything like that.
o Soccer field with lights
o Baseball field with lights
o This part of the county was annexed, and still does not have the benefits of being a part
of the City.
 Why can’t there be partnership with HOA to develop parks.
Pwood HOA has over 100 acres…?
 City working with resident trying to develop a trail behind shopping center
 Pwood – what about a dog park? Doesn’t take much land.
 Notes that most of the newer developments have green area with maybe a
playground. Parkwood HOA has lots of land.
It is centrally located for south Durham
Question: do all our recreation centers have fitness centers (weights) and gyms?
Staff: would people use about outdoor fitness equipment?
o I could see something like that in combination with a dog park and a playground. Whole
family could be at the park together.
Large parks vs. neighborhood parks? – both
Build a little park with dog park, playground and fitness center (outdoor) in S Durham. There is
no place to gather. Parkwood is suburban sprawl now because there is no gathering point. It is
very hard to meet neighbors now--parks would help.
Parkwood is a commuter neighborhood – parks may not make up the difference in developing
neighborhood relationships.
Another resident on the board of Southside/Rolling Hills (SS) – Hillside Park needs to be updated
with the renovation of Whitted.
o Needs a walking track for the seniors
What type of recreation plan is in place for Southside/Rolling Hills?
o Plans show a community center on the corner of piedmont and S Roxboro [staff, follow
up information: recreation facilities on site will be only for residents of that community]
o A lot of people from SS area use Hillside.
Issue of two “south Durhams” - SS vs. Parkwood
PAC 4 is huge
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“Inner “ S Durham has plenty of parks, not well used, or used improperly
“Outer” S Durham – no parks.
We have several parks in central S Durham that get no traffic. Shady Oaks Park does not ever
see traffic. Maybe seen someone once or twice during the summer.
o One citizen said that Teens hang out there and do bad things.
Younger professionals coming in from RTP vs. aging population.
o Walking around neighborhoods would be great for the aging populations
 Let HOA’s know about Healthy Mile Trail (HMT) program – incorporate them
into the walk/bike map
o HMT concept needs to be in plan. Make it available to neighborhoods
 Now: HMT is in pilot phase, trail near W. D. Hill. Plan is to make the concept
available to neighborhoods via INC and other routes
What about the issue of multi-generational households.
o 25-50 yr olds typically don’t use parks.
o In order for this age group to use services they must be convenient.
o There has to be a draw to attract the specific interests of the adult population. The noncapital side of the plan is critical.
Agreement on the need of a center in Parkwood.
What about the school? [staff: Parkwood Elementary]
o Tax payer funded – has anyone asked?
o We have an Interlocal agreement.
o What schools have playgrounds that are available?
When the Whitted bldg is renovated--would DPR be interested in running programs there?
o Staff: residents just paid for the renovation of WD Hill, pool and park.
o County Comm. have approved the renovation plan – 5-6 npo’s are vying for space to
provide programs, mostly human service orgs. Details have not been hammered out.
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APPENDIX B: DPR PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND EVALUATIONS 2011-2012
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APPENDIX C: EVENT EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
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